Direct Market Ordering Catalog for Products Shipping in June and Beyond
Hello comic retailers and fans!

Welcome to PRH Panels, the Penguin Random House catalog for the Direct Market, highlighting the incredible graphic novels, manga, games, and more that debut every month. We can’t wait for you to find the next story to inspire and entertain you, and the latest games and gifts to bring you together.

In the category spotlight section we’re highlighting great jumping on points for all of your favorite franchises like Deadpool by Alyssa Wong Vol. 1, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Reborn, Vol. 1 - From The Ashes, and Harley Quinn Vol. 1: No Good Deed. We’re also celebrating Arab American Heritage Month by spotlighting titles by and about people of Arab descent like Shubeik Lubeik, Huda F Are You?, and The Complete Persepolis.

Our Comics section features Paranoid Gardens #1 by Gerard Way (The Umbrella Academy), Shaun Simon (The Fabulous Killjoys), and Chris Weston (The Filth). Loo is a nurse at the most bizarre care-center in the universe. The staff are not entirely human, and the cases downright unearthly. Aliens, ghosts, superheroes, and more creatures plague its hallways. Loo believes that despite a recent failure at her job she’s been given some sort of higher calling in this mysterious place, and decides to rise to the challenge.

In our Graphic Novels section, we’re spotlighting the DC Versus Marvel Omnibus. After decades of being out of print, the epic crossover stories between Marvel and DC are back in this massive volume. It includes stories featuring iconic characters and super teams like Superman vs. The Amazing Spider-Man #1, Marvel and DC Present: Featuring the Uncanny X-Men and the New Teen Titans #1, Batman/Daredevil #1 and many more!

Our Kids & YA section spotlights a title by content creator and internet superstar Karl Jacobs, Time Traveler’s Tales. Oliver has a problem—a time travel problem. An unknown force keeps throwing him through time, from the Wild West to the 1920s to a haunted beach house. All while a mysterious stranger pursues him, seeking Oliver’s abilities and to gain power over time itself!

Our Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua section includes a manga spin on Romeo and Juliet in The Fragrant Flower Blooms With Dignity 1. Chidori High is a boys’ school that takes in the dregs of society with the lowest grades. Next door stands Kikyo Girls’ High, where the wealthy, high-class families send their precious daughters. Chidori second-year Rintaro is helping at his family’s patisserie when he meets a girl named Kaoruko. The two hit it off right away...but this blissful peace is quickly disturbed when Rintaro discovers that Kaoruko is actually a student at Kikyo!

Our Prose section is spotlighting a novel featuring the origin of an iconic Marvel character, Storm: Dawn of a Goddess. As a thief on the streets of Cairo, Ororo Munroe is an expert at blending in—keeping her blue eyes low and her white hair beneath a scarf. Stealth is her specialty...especially since strange things happen when she loses control. When she is forced to run from the Shadow King, a villain who steals people’s souls, she has nowhere to turn to but herself. There is something inside her, calling her across Africa, and the hidden truth of her heritage is close enough to taste.

In our Games & Gift section we’re featuring The Art of Super 7. This slipcase hardcover explores the art, design, and packaging of official product collections that include G.I. Joe, Disney, Universal Monsters, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Thundercats, Transformers, and Peanuts, in addition to music legends Motorhead, Misfits, Beastie Boys, Ghost, O.D.B., as well as Super7’s own in-house creations and many, many more.

All this and much, much more can be found in this month’s PRH Panels. Don’t hesitate to explore this catalog and find the perfect new book! As always, retailers who have any questions about the ordering process or would like to open an account with PRH, are encouraged to email us at comicmarketUS@penguinrandomhouse.com.

Wishing you the very best,
Your US Direct Market Comic Team
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**Jumping On Points**

**Avatar: The Last Airbender—The Promise Omnibus**  
9781506717845  
DARK HORSE COMICS  
$24.99 • Trade Paperback

**Batman Vol. 1: Failsafe**  
9781779519931  
DC COMICS  
$24.99 • Hardcover

**Black Hammer Omnibus Volume 1**  
9781506731469  
DARK HORSE COMICS  
$29.99 • Trade Paperback

**Deadpool by Alyssa Wong Vol. 1**  
9781302930288  
MARVEL  
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

**Harley Quinn Vol. 1: No Good Deed**  
9781779514233  
DC COMICS  
$16.99 • Trade Paperback

**Hellboy Omnibus Volume 1: Seed of Destruction**  
9781506706665  
DARK HORSE COMICS  
$29.99 • Trade Paperback

**Miles Morales: Spider-Man by Cody Ziglar Vol. 1 - Trial By Spider**  
9781302948528  
MARVEL  
$17.99 • Trade Paperback

**Sonic the Hedgehog, Vol. 1: Fallout!**  
9781684053278  
IDW PUBLISHING  
$15.99 • Trade Paperback

**Star Trek, Vol. 1: Godshock**  
9781684059904  
IDW PUBLISHING  
$24.99 • Hardcover

**Superman: Son of Kal-El Vol. 1: The Truth**  
9781779520029  
DC COMICS  
$16.99 • Trade Paperback

**Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Reborn, Vol. 1 - From The Ashes**  
9781684056873  
IDW PUBLISHING  
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

**Wolverine by Benjamin Percy Vol. 1**  
9781302933760  
MARVEL  
$39.99 • Hardcover
Arab American History Month

Huda F Are You?
9780593324318
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback

Huda F Cares
9780593532805
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback

I Was Their American Dream
9780525575115
CLARKSON POTTER/TEN SPEED
$16.99 • Trade Paperback

It Won’t Always Be Like This
9781984860293
CLARKSON POTTER/TEN SPEED
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

Shubeik Lubeik
9781524748418
KNOPF
$35.00 • Hardcover

The Complete Persepolis
9780593701058
KNOPF
$35.00 • Hardcover
Paranoid Gardens #1 (CVR A) (Die-cut) (Chris Weston)

Comics Script by GERARD WAY and SHAUN SIMON; Illustrated by CHRIS WESTON; Colorist DAVE STEWART; Cover Design or Artwork by CHRIS WESTON

Loo is a nurse at the most bizarre care-center in the universe. The staff are not entirely human, and the cases downright unearthly. Aliens, ghosts, superheroes, and more creatures plague its hallways as both doctors and patients and the hospital itself seems to be somewhat self-aware. Loo believes that despite a recent failure at her job she’s been given some sort of higher calling in this mysterious place, and decides to rise to the challenge. Along the way she must fight her way through corrupt staff members, powerful theme park cults, and her own personal demons and trauma to meet this challenge and discover what secrets the gardens hold.

Cover A is a special die cut cover!

EXPLORE More

VARIANTS:
Paranoid Gardens #1 (CVR B) (Motohiro)
Motohiro | 76156801250700121

Derek meets Doctor Who... in six psychotic episodes!
**Anansi Boys I #2 (CVR A) (David Mack)**

Comic Script by NEIL GAIMAN and MARC BERNARDIN; Illustrated by SHAWN MARTINBROUGH; Colorist CHRIS SOTOMAYOR; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID MACK

Reeling from the knowledge bomb that his father was a trickster god, Fat Charlie returns to his life: the impending wedding to Rosie, his fiancée, and his job working for the completely unfulfilling Grahame Coats Agency. But not before he learns how to contact the mysterious brother he never knew he had.

**VARIANTS:**

Anansi Boys I #2 (CVR B) (Shawn Martinbrough)

Shawn Martinbrough | 76156801233000221

---

**Assassin’s Creed Mirage: A Soar of Eagles #1 (CVR A) (Julie Dillon)**

Comic Script by MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Illustrated by MIRKO COLAK; Cover Design or Artwork by JULIE DILLON; Colorist LAUREN AFFE

Years before the events of Assassin’s Creed Mirage, a young Fuladh must return to his homeland to investigate political unrest that could point to a secret Order of the Ancients’ stronghold. But in order to discover what’s behind the chaos and violence in Adulis, Fuladh and Roshan will have to confront a more immediate danger.

Join writer Michael Avon Oeming and artist Mirko Colak as they explore a mysterious new tale from the world of Assassin’s Creed, created in partnership with Ubisoft.

New adventure from the world of Assassin’s Creed Mirage!

**VARIANTS:**

Assassin’s Creed Mirage: A Soar of Eagles #1 (CVR B) (Julie Dillon)

Julie Dillon | 76156801252100111

---

**76156801233000211**

DARK HORSE COMICS

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅝ x 10 ⅞

On Sale: 7/31/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24

**76156801252100111**

DARK HORSE COMICS

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅝ x 10 ⅞

On Sale: 7/31/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

Covers may not be final.
**Beyond the Pale #2**  
**(CVR A) (Tomás Aira)**

Comic Script by CHRISTOFER EMGÄRD;  
Illustrated by TOMÁS AIRA;  
Colorist TOMÁS AIRA;  
Letterer MAURO MANTELLA;  
Cover Design or Artwork by TOMÁS AIRA

Hetta Sawyer continues her investigation into the missing soldiers at Firebase Tartarus. With few exceptions, those at the base are far from welcoming, and if Hetta wants to get any information she’s going to have to pry it from their tightly sealed lips. With new soldiers missing even since her arrival, Hetta is determined to get to the bottom of this.  

A new eldritch horror from Christofer Emgärd.

**Explore More**

---

**Avatar: Frontiers of Pandora—So’lek’s Journey #6**  
**(CVR A) (Gabriel Guzmán)**

Comic Script by RAY FAWKES;  
Illustrated by GABRIEL GUZMÁN;  
Colorist MICHAEL ATIYEH;  
Letterer MICHAEL HEISLER;  
Cover Design or Artwork by GABRIEL GUZMÁN

So’lek and his unexpected ally begin their escape from the RDA stronghold, a feat which will put his mental and emotional strength to the test. What lies ahead is more shocking than his visions of the past—is it further destruction or is it . . . hope?

Series finale!
Deep underground, the beleaguered members of Vox Machina are forced to take on an unpleasant—and incredibly dangerous—side quest. Their reward? Safe passage to fresh air and civilization, free from monstrously-large bugs. Can they play exterminator long enough to reunite with Vax and Pike?

The finale series to the Shrouded Man Saga begins at Dark Horse Comic!

**Explore More**

**VARIANTS:**
- **Canto: A Place Like Home #2 (CVR B) (Pius Bak)**
  Pius Bak | 76156801236100221
- **Canto: A Place Like Home #2 (CVR C) (1:10)**
  Francesco Francavilla | 76156801236100231

---

**Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins IV #3 (CVR A) (PocketChicken)**

Deep underground, the beleaguered members of Vox Machina are forced to take on an unpleasant—and incredibly dangerous—side quest. Their reward? Safe passage to fresh air and civilization, free from monstrously-large bugs. Can they play exterminator long enough to reunite with Vax and Pike?

The campaign continues with series IV of Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins, from the New York Times bestselling team of Jody Houser (Orphan Black, Stranger Things), Noah Hayes (The Avant-Guards), Diana Sousa (Critical Role: The Mighty Nein Origins, Mall Goth), and Ariana Maher (James Bond, Xena)!
Dawnrunner #5
(CVR A) (Evan Cagle)

Comic Script by RAM V; Illustrated by EVAN CAGLE; Colorist DAVE STEWART; Letterer ADITYA BIDIKAR; Cover Design or Artwork by EVAN CAGLE

All things must evolve!
Anita and Dawnrunner, driven by their stories, have changed into something unforeseen as they make their stand against The Prime. But in their transcendence lies the potential for both hope and despair. As the true motivation of monsters both alien and homegrown comes to light, sacrifices must be made to protect the ones you love.

Series finale!

VARIANTS:
Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR B) (RUDCEF)
Filipe Andrade | 76156801247700121

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR C) (Andre Araujo)
André Lima Araújo | 76156801247700131

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR D) (DOFRESH)
DOFRESH | 76156801247700141

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR B) (Filipe Andrade)
Filipe Andrade | 76156801196800521

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR C) (DIS.PATER)
DIS.PATER | 76156801196800531

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR D) (1:10) (Foil) (B&W) (Evan Cagle)
Evan Cagle | 76156801196800541

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR B) (RUDCEF)
Filipe Andrade | 76156801247700121

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR C) (Andre Araujo)
André Lima Araújo | 76156801247700131

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR D) (DOFRESH)
DOFRESH | 76156801247700141

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR B) (Filipe Andrade)
Filipe Andrade | 76156801196800521

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR C) (DIS.PATER)
DIS.PATER | 76156801196800531

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR D) (1:10) (Foil) (B&W) (Evan Cagle)
Evan Cagle | 76156801196800541
From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #1 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn)

Comic Script by PATTON OSWALT, KYLE STARKS, and JORDAN BLUM; Illustrated by RYAN BROWNE; Cover Design or Artwork by SCOTT HEPBURN

The Lower Lair bar is home to all sorts of supervillains, lowlifes, and scumbags... but only one of them has to puke digestive fluids onto his food to eat. #$%$eater, the humanoid mutant fly is a loser, a lifelong minion who lives to serve his criminal master. But what happens to a henchman when he no longer has anyone left to hench for?

VARIANTS:
(CVR B) (Ryan Browne) Ryan Browne | 76156801249100121
(CVR C) (Martin Morazzo) Martin Morazzo | 76156801249100131
(CVR D) (Foil) (Scott Hepburn) Scott Hepburn | 76156801249100141
(CVR E) (1:10) (Dan Hipp) Dan Hipp | 76156801249100151
(CVR F) (FOC) (David Mack) David Mack | 76156801249100161

Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #1 (CVR A) (Matt Wagner)

Comic Script by MATT WAGNER; Illustrated by MATT WAGNER; Colorist BRENNAN WAGNER; Letterer ROB LEIGH; Cover Design or Artwork by MATT WAGNER

A new Grendel story from visionary creator Matt Wagner!

Grendel Prime has returned to Earth, but things are not as he left them. The pockets of humanity that remain and the “Necro Lords” that rule them have turned against Grendel. Grendel Prime will need to hide his identity as he explores his suddenly hostile home planet.

Featuring a standard cover by Matt Wagner and a variant cover by Brennan Wagner.

VARIANTS:
Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #1 (CVR B) (Brennan Wagner) Brennan Wagner | 76156801248400121
Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #1 (CVR C) (Martin Morazzo) Martin Morazzo | 76156801248400131
Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #1 (CVR D) (Foil) (Scott Hepburn) Scott Hepburn | 76156801248400141
Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #1 (CVR E) (1:10) (Dan Hipp) Dan Hipp | 76156801248400151
Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #1 (CVR F) (FOC) (David Mack) David Mack | 76156801248400161

Covers may not be final
Heartpiercer #3
(CVR A) (Gavin Smith)
Comic Script by RICH DOUEK;
Illustrated by GAVIN SMITH;
Colorist NICHOLAS BURGDORF;
Letterer JUSTIN BIRCH;
Cover Design or Artwork by GAVIN SMITH

As the werewolves wear down Briarglen’s defenses, Atala will go to every length to hold back the forces of the night. But it will all be in vain if she cannot overcome their fear and show them victory is possible. With the monstrous Howler himself bearing down on the village however, it seems increasingly unlikely.

Variants:

- Helen of Wyndhorn #5 (CVR B) (Foil) (Bilquis Evely)
- Helen of Wyndhorn #5 (CVR C) (Virgin) (1:10)

Helen of Wyndhorn #5
(CVR A) (Bilquis Evely)
Comic Script by TOM KING;
Illustrated by EVELY BILQUIS;
Colorist MATHEUS LOPES;
Letterer CLAYTON COWLES;
Cover Design or Artwork by EVELY BILQUIS

In this penultimate issue, Helen’s frustrations continue to exacerbate as her drinking worsens and her longing for the ways of the other fantasy world continue to plague the house of Wyndhorn.

From the Eisner award-winning creative team of Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow—the upcoming film helmed by director James Gunn.

Variants:

- Helen of Wyndhorn #5 (CVR B) (Foil) (Bilquis Evely)
- Helen of Wyndhorn #5 (CVR C) (Virgin) (1:10)

Gabriel Walta

76156801194400531
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 7/17/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

76156801194400511
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 7/17/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
**Into the Unbeing: Part One #2 (CVR A) (Hayden Sherman)**

Comic Script by ZAC THOMPSON; Illustrated by HAYDEN SHERMAN; Colorist HAYDEN SHERMAN; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by HAYDEN SHERMAN

With their leader missing and a sand storm at their backs, the expedition has no choice but to take shelter within their newly discovered alien environment. Inside, the team must contend with their own egos as they discover strange indigenous life forms and impossible secrets that stretch back decades.

From critically acclaimed writer Zac Thompson (Cemetery Kids Don’t Die, Blow Away) and visionary artist Hayden Sherman (Dark Spaces: Dungeon, Wasted Space).

**Variants:**

Into the Unbeing: Part One #2 (CVR B) (Trevor Henderson)
Trevor Henderson | 76156801230900211

**Joy Operations 2 #2 (CVR A) (Stephen Byrne)**

Comic Script by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS; Illustrated by STEPHEN BYRNE; Colorist STEPHEN BYRNE; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN BYRNE

Everything was fine until the joy operation. When one of the trusts implanted the psyche of one of their en.voi’s into master en.voi Joy Corrigan. Now Hampton and Joy live in the same body! They are just getting used to what that means for their life, love, and future when the world decides to blame them for everything that’s gone wrong. It’s Joy and Hampton against the world. This is an all-new chapter of an all-new sci-fi extravaganza!!

If you dug Bendis’ Marvel events and Avengers run, and Stephen's amazing work on Nightwing and X-Men, you will be blown away by Joy Operations.

**Variants:**

Joy Operations 2 #2 (CVR B) (George Kambadais)
George Kambadais | 76156801231600221

**76156801230900211**
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/17/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

**76156801231600221**
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Lester of the Lesser Gods #3 (CVR A) (Gideon Kendall)

Comic Script by ERIC POWELL and LUCKY YATES; Illustrated by GIDEON KENDALL; Colorist GIDEON KENDALL; Cover Design or Artwork by GIDEON KENDALL
EXPANDED to 28 Pages of Story for $3.99!

Lester faces his ultimate battle when he storms the lair of Will Frye the Technomancer Guy. But Frye’s secret weapon may be too much for even this portly demigod.

Succession meets Jon Wick…with immortal Vikings.

VARIANTS:
Lester of the Lesser Gods #3 (CVR B) (Eric Powell)
Vincenzo Riccardi

Kill All Immortals #1 (CVR C) (1:10) (Rafael Albuquerque)
Rafael Albuquerque

VARIANTS:
Kill All Immortals #1 (CVR B) (Vincenzo Riccardi)
Vincenzo Riccardi | 7615680176000121

Kill All Immortals #1 (CVR C) (1:10) (Rafael Albuquerque)
Rafael Albuquerque | 76156801176000131

76156801176000111
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¼ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/10/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24

76156801224800311
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¼ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/10/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24

A thousand years ago, Viking explorer Erik the Red and his four adult children discovered a mysterious source of immortality. Now, in our modern world, they are an enigmatic billionaire family with a powerful banking empire. But when Erik’s only daughter, Frey Asvald, seeks to finally be free from her family’s influence, she must be prepared to reveal their supernatural secrets and confront her well-trained siblings in a deadly and epic struggle for power.

Succession meets Jon Wick…with immortal Vikings.
Masters of the Universe: Revolution #3 (CVR A) (Dave Wilkins)

Comic Script by TIM SHERIDAN, ROB DAVID, and TED BIASELLI; Illustrated by DANIEL HDR; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVE WILKINS

ALL IS REVEALED!

Hordak’s young apprentice, against the master’s orders, returns to his home world for what promises to be a grisly family reunion. But the plan abruptly changes when he uncovers shocking new information that brings him face-to-face with the powerful dark force that’s been guiding both he and Hordak toward their doom! Do either of them have enough strength to fight it? And, even if they escape the dreaded FRIGHT ZONE™, what new horrors might they have unleashed?

Explore More

VARIANTS:
- Masters of the Universe: Revolution #3 (CVR B) (Andrew MacLean)
  Andrew MacLean | 76156801193700321

Minor Threats: The Fastest Way Down #4 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn)

Comic Script by PATTON OSWALT and JORDAN BLUM; Illustrated by SCOTT HEPBURN; Colorist IAN HERRING; Cover Design or Artwork by SCOTT HEPBURN

Playtime vs The Action. Blood! Revenge! And dragons! Frankie will risk her entire supervillain criminal empire to save her daughter from the clutches of the twisted teen heroes and their unlikely ally Reptilian. All the while Scalpel races to save the life of a Minor Threat at death’s door. The future of Twilight City will be decided here in the second volume’s action-packed finale to the costumed crime saga by Patton Oswalt, Jordan Blum and Scott Hepburn.

Series finale!

Explore More

VARIANTS:
- Masters of the Universe: Revolution #3 (CVR B) (Sandy Jarrell)
  Sandy Jarrell | 76156801179100321
- (CVR C) (Foil) (Scott Hepburn)
  Scott Hepburn | 76156801179100431

Explore More

VARIANTS:
- Masters of the Universe: Revolution #3 (CVR B) (Andrew MacLean)
  Andrew MacLean | 76156801193700321

DARK HORSE COMICS

76156801193700311
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅞ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 7/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

76156801179100411
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅞ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 7/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Monsters Are My Business (And Business is Bloody) #4 (CVR A) (Patrick Piazzalunga)

Comic Script by CULLEN BUNN; Illustrated by PATRICK PIAZZALUNGA; Colorist MARCO BRAKKO; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by PATRICK PIAZZALUNGA

It’s a standoff between monsters! And Griz is caught right in the middle. Along with a killer koala with a chainsaw, a necromancer who wants to sacrifice him, and a secret agent he doesn’t trust, Griz stands between the mutant horror of the Howling Gargoyles... and the mutant horror he has sworn to protect! And—as if the situation need a little more kick-in-the-teeth flavor—the Gargoyles are under the sway of none other than Griz’s ex-girlfriend!

Series finale!

Nemesis: Rogues’ Gallery #1 (CVR A) (Valerio Giangiordano)

Comic Script by MARK MILLAR; Illustrated by VALERIO GIANGIORDANO; Letterer LEE LOUGHRIDGE; Cover Design or Artwork by VALERIO GIANGIORDANO

Immediately following the events of the smash-hit Big Game, Nemesis lies broken and destroyed, but hell-bent on vengeance against every single person who wronged him. The bloody fire back begins here as he marshals together a plan for the ages.

From best-selling, award-winning creator Mark Millar (Civil War, Kingsman)!

The return of Millarworld’s most popular character.

VARIANTS:

Nemesis: Rogues’ Gallery #1 (CVR B) (1:10) (B&W) (Valerio Giangiordano)
Valerio Giangiordano | 76156801214900121

Nemesis: Rogues’ Gallery #1 (CVR C) (Jae Lee) (Jae Lee)
Jae Lee | 76156801214900131
Operation Sunshine: Already Dead #4 (CVR A) (David Rubin)

Comic Script by HENRY ZEBROWSKI and MARCUS PARKS; Illustrated by DAVID RUBIN; Colorist K.J. DIAZ; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID RUBIN

In this final issue our heroes raid the vampire party to retrieve the Onyx object—determined to put an end to this monster madness once and for all.

Explore More

VARIANTS:
Operation Sunshine: Already Dead #4 (CVR B) (Evan Dorkin)
Evan Dorkin | 76156801209500421
Operation Sunshine: Already Dead #4 (CVR C) (Jenna Cha)
Jenna Cha | 76156801209500431

Resident Alien: The Book of Life #2 (CVR A) (Steve Parkhouse)

Comic Script by PETER HOGAN; Illustrated by STEVE PARKHOUSE; Colorist STEVE PARKHOUSE; Letterer STEVE PARKHOUSE; Cover Design or Artwork by STEVE PARKHOUSE

As his status quo takes another major shift, alien-in-hiding Harry Vanderspiegel unknowingly exposes himself to the Feds again! His old pursuers are far from his mind, however, as he and his new family move into a new home. In the latest mesmerizing Resident Alien story arc from writer Peter Hogan and artist Steve Parkhouse, Harry hasn’t seen the last of his human pursuers—or his home planet!

The comics that inspired the SyFy TV series!

Explore More
Saint John #4 (CVR A) (Dan Schkade)
Comic Script by DAN SCHKADE, BRENNAN WAGNER, and PORTLAND GEAR; Illustrated by DAN SCHKADE; Cover Design or Artwork by DAN SCHKADE

After a year of natural disasters and personal conflict, the city of Portland comes together to celebrate Pride—but there’s danger brewing amidst the flags and floats, and it’s down to Tori and Saint John to root it out before it’s too late.

A distinctly PDX miniseries from Eisner-nominated cartoonist Dan Schkade (Lavender Jack, The Spirit) and Portland native creator Brennan Wagner (Grendel, Batman), produced with—and featuring the fashion of—Portland Gear.

Explore More

VARIANTS:
Saint John #4 (CVR B) (Leila del Duca)
Leila Del Duca | 7615680112800421

Seance in the Asylum #1 (CVR A) (Andrea Mutti)
Comic Script by CLAY MCLEOD CHAPMAN; Illustrated by ANDREA MUTTI; Colorist ANDREA MUTTI; Cover Design or Artwork by ANDREA MUTTI

1865. Defrauded spiritual medium Alicia Wilkinson is brought to The Ashcroft Hospital at the behest of Dr. John James Templeton. He offers Alicia a second chance to revive her once-thriving career: Perform a séance amongst the patients in order to drawing out their mental maladies. Alicia performs her first series of séances with the patients—including traumatized soldiers returning from the Civil War, women whose sanity has slipped through their fingers—only to realize their sessions might work all too well. What no one knows is Alicia is a fake. A liar. A cheat... So why are the patients suddenly acting possessed?

Explore More

VARIANTS:
Seance in the Asylum #1 (CVR B) (Trevor Henderson)
Trevor Henderson | 76156801251400121

7615680112800411
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

76156801251400111
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #8 (CVR A) (Harvey Tolibao)
Comic Script by DANIEL JOSE OLDER; Illustrated by HARVEY TOLIBAO; Colorist MICHAEL ATIYEH; Letterer COMICRAFT; Cover Design or Artwork by HARVEY TOLIBAO
Everything is about to change! As Lula, Zeen, and their friends approach Eriadu, they are attacked by Nihil fighters. Will the hope of a Republic resistance be shot down? Meanwhile, on the other side of the galaxy, events are unfolding that will surprise the Jedi and the Nihil and alter the course of their galactic battle!
Tune in for the most shocking chapter of the High Republic saga yet!

VARIANTS:
Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #8 (CVR B) (Cherriielle)
Cherriielle | 7615680131900821

Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures–Saber for Hire #4 (CVR A) (Rachael Stott)
Comic Script by CAVAN SCOTT; Illustrated by RACHAEL STOTT; Colorist MICHAEL ATIYEH; Letterer COMICRAFT; Cover Design or Artwork by RACHAEL STOTT
The epic miniseries comes to a shocking conclusion! The identity of the sinister Child of the Storm revealed. A past confronted and a sacrifice made as Ty Yorrick and her apprentice face their biggest challenge yet. Ty’s life will never be the same!
Series finale!

VARIANTS:
Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures–Saber for Hire #4 (CVR B) (Cherriielle)
Cherriielle | 7615680131900811
The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #11 (CVR A) (Nick Robles)

Comic Script by TATE BROMBAL; Illustrated by ISAAC GOODHART; Colorist MIQUEL MUERTO; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK ROBLES

Christopher picks up the pieces after his experiment has gone awry but are his friends in the Monster Club available to help him? And who are the mysterious twins that have shown up in school preoccupied with Christopher? Are Sasha and Luka new friends or terrible foes?

Explore More

VARIANTS:
The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #11 (CVR B) (Annie Wu)
Annie Wu | 76156801073201121

The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #11 (CVR C) (1:10) (Virgin) (Fernando Blanco)
Fernando Blanco | 76156801073201131

Explore More

The Butcher’s Boy #3 (CVR A) (Justin Greenwood)

Comic Script by LANDRY Q. WALKER; Illustrated by JUSTIN GREENWOOD; Colorist BRAD SIMPSON; Letterer PAT BROSSEAU; Cover Design or Artwork by JUSTIN GREENWOOD

While the journal written by the child of the notorious Butcher tells the tale of meat and madness, the true mystery has revealed itself—who is the Butcher’s Boy? Were they the first victim of their dark father, or did they become something much worse? The answer to these questions can’t come soon enough for the five friends trapped within La Perdita, for now they know there is only one truth in this land—you MUST eat, or you WILL be eaten.

Explore More

76156801226200311
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅗ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

76156801073201111
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅗ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/31/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #4 (CVR A) (Stan Sakai)

Comic Script by STAN SAKAI;
Illustrated by STAN SAKAI;
Colorist HI-FI COLOUR DESIGN;
Cover Design or Artwork by STAN SAKAI

Usagi, Gen, and Stray Dog have discovered where the rival bounty hunter group—led by the ruthless Inuyoshi—is holding Yukichi hostage. The rescue attempt leads to a huge confrontation, but they receive news that may force the vicious enemies to form an uneasy alliance.

VARIANTS:
Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #4 (CVR B) (David Nakayama)
David Nakayama
| 76156801206400421

Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #4 (CVR C) (1:40) (Arita Mitsuhiro)
Arita Mitsuhiro | 76156801206400431

The Writer #2 (CVR A) (Tonci Zonjic)

Comic Script by BERKOWITZ, BEN & MAX, and JOSH GAD;
Illustrated by ARIEL OLIVETTI;
Colorist ARIEL OLIVETTI;
Cover Design or Artwork by TONCI ZONJIC

In a dark turn, comic book writer Stan Siegel’s life dives into a neo-Nazi occult nightmare. Orchestrated by legendary Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers, “The Writer” plunges Stan into a whirl of Jewish folklore and magic. Amid demonic chaos and high-speed chases, Stan’s hunger for answers unveils hidden identities, setting off a desperate race against time in this thrilling saga. To combat the rising tide of terror, Stan must become the hero from his pages.

Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers team up with legendary artist Ariel Olivetti for a thrilling tale of Jewish folklore and magic.

Explore More

76156801232300211
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅜ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 7/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

76156801206400411
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅜ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 7/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

76156801206400421
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅜ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 7/17/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

76156801206400431
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅜ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 7/17/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

Covers may not be final
William of Newbury #3 (CVR A) (Michael Avon Oeming)

Comic Script by MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Illustrated by MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Colorist MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Cover Design or Artwork by MICHAEL AVON OEMING

From the co-creator of the Eisner Award-winning, bestselling POWERS comes this brand-new anthropomorphic supernatural series that’s Hellboy meets Redwall.

William and Winnie have been arrested by Abbot Edward and are on their way to trial. But they must make an escape to arrive in Melrose Abbey where they will confront their most dangerous revenant yet. This undead chaplain has chased away the clergy, burst nuns into flames, and leaves devilish claw marks on the church. What will William and Winnie do when this evil raises its full power against them?

Based on the true accounts of English historian William of Newbury.
DC Versus Marvel Omnibus

Written by DENNIS O’NEIL, DAN JURGENS, CHRIS CLAREMONT, and VARIOUS; Illustrated by GEORGE PEREZ

One massive volume collecting the universe-bending crossovers between the greatest superheroes in pop culture.

For years, these stories have been out of print and out of reach for most readers—but they’re making their return in DC Versus Marvel Omnibus, collecting everything from 1976’s Superman vs. The Amazing Spider-Man to 2000’s Batman/Daredevil!

DC Versus Marvel Omnibus includes stories from some of comics’ most revered talents. DC and Marvel fans alike can’t miss these thrilling pieces of unearthed comic book history!

DC Versus Marvel Omnibus is a companion volume to DC/Marvel: The Amalgam Age Omnibus, presenting the unforgettable one-shots that combined DC and Marvel’s heroes, villains, and mythologies.

Back in print for the first time in decades!
Avatar: The Last Airbender – The Bounty Hunter and the Tea Brewer

Written by FAITH ERIN HICKS, MICHAEL DANTE DIMARTINO, and BRYAN KONIETZKO; Illustrated by PETER WARTMAN and ADELE MATERA

The Jasmine Dragon has become a fixture of social life in Ba Sing Se. When his tea supply suddenly and mysteriously dries up, Iroh goes in search of answers and finds himself captured by a familiar face—bounty hunter June! Iroh must confront a part of his past while June considers her future, but however things go...someone’s got to free the tea!

Faith Erin Hicks, Peter Wartman and Adele Matera are back with another new adventure in the world of Avatar: The Last Airbender. Written in consultation with co-creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko!

Book of Evil

Written by SCOTT SNYDER; Illustrated by JOCK

bestselling comics writer Scott Snyder and renowned comics artist Jock weave a tale of horror about growing up in a world far more harrowing than our own. Imagine that from tomorrow morning onward, nearly every baby born into this world is a future psychopath. There is no answer as to why the change is happening. Is this human evolution? Devolution? An uncurable virus of some kind? Regardless, just like that, the new normal is psychopathy.

Fifty years in the future, four friends must set off on a journey that will take them down the roads and rivers of this transformed America in hope of finding a place where goodness still lives.
Canto Volume 4: Lionhearted
Written by DAVID M. BOOHER; Illustrated by DREW ZUCKER, SEBASTIÁN PIRIZ, LIANA KANGAS, and JORGE CORONA
The tiny clockwork knight in search of a heart secured his people’s freedom and saved them from the curse of the Shrouded Man, but is he ready to face his ultimate enemy on the battlefield?
After making the ultimate sacrifice, Canto bears a weapon that could defeat the Shrouded Man and free all the inhabitants of the Unnamed World. Now, he races to find the hidden settlement of his former slavers to enlist them as allies in the coming war. That is, if the Shrouded Man doesn’t find them first...
The fan-favorite comic fantasy continues with book four, collecting the six-issue series Canto: Lionhearted.

Count Crowley Volume 3: Mediocre Midnight Monster Hunter
Written by DAVID DASTMALCHIAN; Illustrated by LUKAS KETNER
When Jeri Bartman assumed the role of Count Crowley, horror host of the late-night creature feature, she never imagined how much her life would be turned upside down.
Turns out her predecessor was moonlighting as one of the world’s last monster hunters. Jeri has gone full throttle into her new role as an appointed slayer of the supernatural. With a stalking vampire, a vengeful Halloween entity, werewolves and a host of dysfunctional relationships to manage, Jerri is going to have to learn the hard way that there is no room for mediocrity in the eradication of evil.
Collects Count Crowley: Mediocre Midnight Monster Hunter #1–#4.
Graphic Novels

Powers Volume 7
Written by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS; Illustrated by MICHAEL AVON OEMING
Walker and Pilgrim join the big leagues! Deena Pilgrim is now a federal agent and dealing with the biggest Powers cases in the entire country. But will this new life close the closet full of skeletons she carries with her? Plus, Walker must choose between his humanity and his powers—with a cost!

Powers Book Seven collects the Powers: Bureau #1–#12 and behind-the-scenes content from the making of this superhero noir classic.

Explore More

The EC Archives: The Haunt of Fear Volume 4
Written by AL FELDSTEIN; Illustrated by GRAHAM INGELS, JACK DAVIS, and JACK KAMEN; Foreword by ROB ZOMBIE
Delight in fright!

Now in an affordable paperback, this fourth volume of the EC Comics horror classic The Haunt of Fear collects a gruesome medley of unforgettable frights!

 Featuring art from the legendary talents of Bill Gaines, Al Feldstein, Graham Ingels, George Evans, Jack Kamen, Jack Davis, and Reed Crandall, this volume collects The Haunt of Fear #19–#24 and includes a foreword by Rob Zombie.

Explore More

978-1-5067-3636-5
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/24/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24

978-1-5067-3023-3
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24
The Magic Order Volume 2
Written by MARK MILLAR; Illustrated by STUART IMMENEN
A magical turf war between sorcerers and the forces of darkness like you’ve never seen before!
The London chapter of the Magic Order has entered the scene, and these tough Guy Ritchie-style gangsters have a problem with the Eastern European Warlocks moving into their territory. Can new leader Cordelia Moonstone keep the peace?
The highly anticipated sequel to the smash-hit first volume by Mark Millar and Olivier Coipel. This new arc is drawn by the peerless Stuart Immonen (Star Wars, New Avengers) and is just as massive and captivating as the first!
Collects The Magic Order Volume 2 #1–#6.
For mature audiences.
Soon to be a Netflix series!

The Sunny-Luna Travelling Oracle
Written by WARREN PLEECE; Illustrated by WARREN PLEECE
In the devastated dystopian dust bowl of what was once America, a mesmerizing stage show called The Sunny-Luna Travelling Oracle comes to Esta’s town. When Sunny and Luna take an interest in her, it feels like her ticket out.
But these mysterious proprietors are secretly members of a harsh authoritarian order, and they have a hidden agenda: scavenge for mythic texts that hold the last hope for reviving a natural world—and destroy them.
Esta is the unwitting key to this strange magic, and she soon finds herself literally transported to a supernatural Wonderland—and the twisted plot of Sunny and Luna.

978-1-5067-4137-6
BERGER BOOKS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 9
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 5/13/24

978-1-5067-4523-7
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 5/13/24

Explore More
Transplants
Written by DAVE COLLARD; Illustrated by DOMENICO CARBONE

When Jess finally receives the long-awaited organ transplant that she desperately needs to live, she believes all her troubles are behind her. That is until she starts developing some interesting side effects from the transplant—a newfound set of fantastical abilities and superpowers.

When she discovers that everyone else who received organs from this donor is also experiencing the same thing, they must all figure out who this donor was, and decide what to do with the powers—use them for good, evil, or simply ignore them altogether.

Explore More

Witchfinder Omnibus Volume 2
Written by MIKE MIGNOLA and CHRIS ROBERSON; Illustrated by BEN STENBECK, D’ISRAELI and CHRISTOPHER MITTEN

Discover a nest of vampires, brave a technological “gate” to another realm, and track down the truth behind Jack the Ripper in this collection of three intense adventures of Sir Edward Grey. As the Queen’s personal “Witchfinder,” Grey continues to pursue the occult goings on in London and beyond. But this time the events he encounters—and the things he learns—will lead him to question his very future.

Complete your Witchfinder omnibus library with this second volume, featuring the writing of Mike Mignola and Chris Roberson, with art from Ben Stenbeck, D’Israeli, and Christopher Mitten and stunning colors from Michelle Madsen and Dave Stewart.

Collects Witchfinder volumes 4–6

Explore More
Batman and Robin Vol. 1: Father and Son
Written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON; Illustrated by SIMONE DI MEO
Batman and Robin, Father and son, the Dynamic Duo are back on the streets of Gotham City! When a new deadly villain by the name of Shush appears, Batman’s greatest tools will be used against him. With Gotham City becoming a literal urban jungle, the greatest superhero team must uncover who this new foe is and who they’re working for. As if that’s not enough, Damian must embrace his secret identity and become something he’s never been before, a student!

Yellow
Written by JAY MARTIN; Illustrated by JAY MARTIN
Branded a coward and marked for death, Nick’s only hope is to get to the other side. His route takes him through a strange, ravaged country where power plants lay destroyed and once great cities have gone dark. An America at war with itself.
YELLOW explores what happens when society falls apart, when there is no law and order. Do we fall to our basic instincts, or can we rise above? As Nick travels, he encounters both good and evil and must choose which path he will follow.

978-1-5067-4171-0
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24

978-1-77952-700-4
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24
Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 1
Gotham Nocturne: Overture

Written by RAM V.;
Illustrated by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE

Something is terribly wrong with Batman. No matter the tests Bruce takes, nor the numbers he counts, the greatest detective in the world can't pin down the source of this creeping dread—of his own inner demons and a looming mortality. Meanwhile, real demons roam the shadows as an ancient melody haunts the Gotham night. Here now the curtains rise and as the eerie tune streams in...who is human, who is demon, who is to tell? As Batman investigates the songs and the demons of Gotham, he is forced to confront the oldest question...whether there has been a demon within him all along...and if so, what does it want...and why hasn't it taken over yet?

Explore More

978-1-77952-556-7
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 7/30/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24

978-1-77952-525-3
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24
**Fire & Ice: Welcome to Smallville**

Written by JOANNE STARER; Illustrated by NATACHA BUSTOS

Things could not possibly be worse for Fire and Ice. Superman sent the former Justice Leaguers packing for Smallville following an extremely public and utterly disastrous mission, and in doing so doomed them to a fate worse than death: irrelevance.

Ice finds herself drawn to the quiet life and dreams of planting roots. But Fire...well, Fire will do just about anything to get the heck outta Dodge and back on the hero circuit—including challenging the biggest villains in the DC Universe to a knock-down, drag-out, live-streamed brawl in the streets of Smallville!

---

**DC Versus Marvel: The Amalgam Age Omnibus**

Written by PETER DAVID, DAN JURGENS, MARK WAID, and VAROUS; Illustrated by DAVE GIBBONS

Who would win: Batman or Captain America? Superman or the Hulk? Wonder Woman or Storm?

In 1996, DC and Marvel decided to bring these timeless debates to the printed page, and give fans what they had been hoping-against-hope for: a DC vs. Marvel comic book series.

While seeing these conflicts brought to comic book life was shocking enough, what happened next was even more unexpected—the two fictional universes fusing together and creating the Amalgam Universe.

These stories have been out of print for decades, but they’re back in DC Versus Marvel: The Amalgam Age Omnibus, collecting the Amalgam one-shots, plus the historic DC vs. Marvel miniseries and its subsequent sequels!
Green Lantern: War Journal Vol. 1: Contagion
Written by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON; Illustrated by MONTOS
John Stewart returns as Green Lantern for a story about rediscovering your past and forging your future as a Guardian!
Just when John Stewart thought he was out as a Green Lantern...he’s pulled back in! Hanging up the emerald power ring, the once great Green Lantern is giving the post-superhero life a try. This all comes to a screeching halt when a mysterious Guardian from another universe lands on Earth, seeking John’s help. With new threats emerging from the shadows, this new lantern will help John Stewart rediscover what once fueled the fire to make him the greatest Green Lantern in the Multiverse!

Explore More

Harley Quinn: Black + White + Redder
Written by CHIP ZDARSKY, LEAH WILLIAMS, and VARIOUS; Illustrated by KEVIN MAGUIRE and NATACHA BUSTOS
The short tales of Gotham’s most unpredictable antihero unspool in black, white, and red ink (because she’s never seen the world in just black and white)!
Harley and Ivy deep into the heart of the Fortress of Solitude!
See into Harley’s teenage past as a high-flying gymnast with vengeance on her mind!
And send former Joker sidekicks Harley and Gaggy Gagsworthy on a heist that’s worth the risk...but can the pair walk out on their vendetta in 30 seconds flat when they feel the heat around the corner?
All these and more in Harley Quinn: Black + White + Redder!

Explore More

978-1-77952-738-7
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24

978-1-77952-604-5
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/16/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24
Superman: Lost
Written by CHRISTOPHER PRIEST; Illustrated by CARLO PAGULAYAN

After Superman is called away on a routine Justice League mission, Lois Lane awakens to find a complete stranger standing in her living room. The Man of Steel, home much sooner than expected, reveals he has, in fact, been lost in space for 20 years. Nothing and no one seem familiar to him anymore. The timeless bond between them has been severed...or has it? Can love conquer all?

As Superman struggles to re-enter his life on Earth, follow the story of his epic 20-year Odyssey home.

Explore More

Superman: The Last Days of Lex Luthor
Written by MARK WAID; Illustrated by BRYAN HITCH

Superman learns Lex Luthor is dying, and he wants the Man of Steel to help him find the cure for whatever is causing his rapid decline. While the world wants to say good riddance to Luthor, Superman will go to the ends of the universe, through different dimensions, and across time to save his foe. But just why does he want to save the person who’s spent his life trying to destroy him? And will he even be able to find the solution?

Explore More

978-1-77952-740-0
DC COMICS
$29.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 11/26/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24

978-1-77952-741-7
DC COMICS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24
**Graphic Novels**

**Rescue Party**
A Graphic Anthology of COVID Lockdown
Edited by GABE FOWLER;
Foreword by HILLARY CHUTE

More than 140 single-page comics from artists the world over, documenting humanity’s retreat into COVID-19 lockdown and imagining our eventual, boisterous reemergence, gathered by the founder of the annual Comic Arts Brooklyn festival and owner of the beloved indie comics shop Desert Island.

Bracing, beautiful, and conspicuously optimistic, Rescue Party is part graphic diary, part time capsule, and part field guide: a grassroots project that tells the collective story of lockdown from a chorus of global voices and charts a course toward a more just future.

**Completely Kafka**
A Comic Biography
Written by NICOLAS MAHLER;
Translated by ALEXANDER BOOTH;
Illustrated by NICOLAS MAHLER

This bold and sharply funny new look at Kafka is told through Nicolas Mahler’s distinctive graphic novel style and minimalist illustrations. Full of fascinating details and witty, absurdist illustrations, it’s a delightful tribute to one of the world’s great writers.

Drawing extensively on Kafka’s fiction, letters, and diaries, Completely Kafka illustrates the major and minor details that formed his life, from struggles with self-doubt and writer’s block to a failed plan for a series of cheap travel guides.

---

**Explore More**

**Rescue Party**
- 978-0-593-31680-1
- PANTHEON
- $25.00 • Hardcover • 8 ½ x 11
- On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24

**Completely Kafka**
- 978-1-80533-158-2
- PUSHKIN PRESS
- $19.95 • Trade Paperback • 5 ⅞ x 8 ⅛
- On Sale: 6/4/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24

Covers may not be final.
Kids & YA

Cuphead Volume 3: Colorful Crack-Ups & Chaos
Written by STUDIO MDHR and ZACK KELLER; Illustrated by SHAWN DICKINSON and LAUREN AFFE
Cuphead, Mugman, and Ms. Chalice return in this brand-new collection of chaos and capers! The gang gets themselves into some close calls and hilarious hiccups featuring ice cream enterprises, literally jumping into boardgames, and more! This original graphic novel features exciting all-new adventures, all drawn in the magnificent, magical, award-winning vintage style of Cuphead!
Don’t pass up this chance to see Cuphead, Mugman, and Ms. Chalice in their third collection of adventures wonderfully realized by the returning team of writer Zack Keller and artist Shawn Dickinson!

Loving, Ohio
Written by MATTHEW ERMAN; Illustrated by SAM BECK
After the mysterious suicide of their friend, Sloane, Elliott, Cameron, and Ana are just trying to get through the rest of high school. They live in Loving, Ohio—a town built around The Chorus, a new age cult with members firmly planted in positions of power and influence throughout the community.
Through their grief a series of murders throw these friends into a mystery connected to everything around them. Sloane and her friends have to escape a roaming murderer, figure out their place in the world, and deal with loss all in the looming shadow of The Chorus. But through it they will find the true cost of friendship and the adulthood they seek.

Explore More

978-1-5067-1250-5
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

978-1-5067-4156-7
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24
Recommended Ages: 13-17 years

PRHComics.com 33
Time Traveler Tales

Created by KARL JACOBS; Written by DAVE SCHEIDT; Illustrated by KELLY MATTHEWS, NICHOLE MATTHEWS, and JOAMETTE GIL

Oliver has a problem—a time travel problem. An unknown force keeps throwing him through time, from the Wild West to the 1920s to a haunted beach house. All while a mysterious stranger pursues him, seeking Oliver’s abilities and to gain power over time itself!

This volume collects the comics series debut from Karl Jacobs, in collaboration with writer David Scheidt (Mayor Good Boy, Avatar the Last Airbender, Star Wars Adventures), artists Kicking Shoes (Pandora’s Legacy, The Power of the Dark Crystal, R.L. Stine Just Beyond: The Scare School), and letterer Joamette Gil.

Collects Time Traveler Tales #1–#5.

An all-ages action adventure comics story from content creator and internet superstar Karl Jacobs!
INTERIOR PAGES FROM *Time Traveler Tales*
Wonder Woman: The Adventures of Young Diana
Written by JORDIE BELLAIRE; Illustrated by PAULINA GAUNUCHEAU
The world may know her as Wonder Woman, but once upon a time she was Diana, the young princess of Themyscira. Back then, she struggled to find her place on an island deemed paradise by many, but which was, to her, a prison. Trapped in her role as a royal and shielded from the harsh realities of Man’s World, Diana yearned for adventure, or at least a purpose. So when ancient texts portraying her home’s history go missing, she gets both. How far will our hero go to find the texts and the truths they’re hiding? Find out in this exciting story that promises to be a classic for years to come!
Despicable Me 4
Little Golden Book

Written by GOLDEN BOOKS

Despicable Me 4
Little Golden Book
(Despicable Me 4)

An all-new Little Golden Book inspired by Despicable Me 4!

Children ages 2 to 5 will love this all-new Little Golden Book based on Illumination’s newest film Despicable Me 4. This full-color storybook features Gru, his loveable daughters, and everyone’s favorites, the Minions!

Little Golden Books enjoy nearly 100% consumer recognition. They feature beloved classics, hot licenses, and new original stories . . . the classics of tomorrow.

I Am Katara
(Avatar: The Last Airbender)

Written by MEI NAKAMURA;
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

This exciting Little Golden Book is all about Katara from Nickelodeon’s animated series, Avatar: The Last Airbender!

Meet Katara of the Northern Water Tribe, a fierce waterbender, loyal sister, and devoted friend. Follow her journey as she travels with Avatar Aang across the world and uses her bravery, compassion, and intelligence to take on their enemies in the Fire Nation. Illustrated in the signature Little Golden Books style, it’s perfect for children ages 2 to 5 and Avatar superfans of all ages!

978-0-593-80595-4
GOLDEN BOOKS
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 6/18/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years
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When we last saw our hero Peggy Pancake, she was mastering her newfound superhero abilities and saving her sidekick, Luc Croissant, from the scary clutches of Dr. Evil Breakfast Sandwich and his sinister Henchtoasts.

This Spring Break, Peggy has homework to complete: write an instructional “How To” paper. Peggy’s mom volunteers her to babysit six rambunctious mini muffins so she can write about “how to be responsible.” That shouldn’t be too bad, right?

But Peggy soon learns that she underestimated her responsibility...and created an accidental villain in the process. Can Peggy and Luc save Breakfast Town and all that is dear? Find out in: SUPER PANCAKE AND THE MINI MUFFIN MAYHEM!
Looney Tunes Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game
Written by BRANDON T. SNIDER
Mad Libs is the world’s greatest word game and the perfect gift or activity for anyone who likes to laugh! Write in the missing words on each page to create your own hilariously funny stories all about Looney Tunes!

What’s up, OCCUPATION? With 21 “fill-in-the-blank” stories about Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Elmer Fudd, and the rest of your favorite characters, Looney Tunes Mad Libs is the perfect activity for any fan of this timeless cartoon series! Play alone, in a group, or in Toontown! Mad Libs are a fun family activity recommended for ages 8 to NUMBER.

The Art of Getting Noted #1
A Graphic Novel
Written by CHELSEA M. CAMPBELL; Illustrated by LAURA KNETZGER
Meet Bigfoot and Nessie! Yes, that Bigfoot and Nessie. Only...Well, things are a little complicated right now.

Bigfoot is having trouble fitting in with his family. He can never quite manage to get himself into the picture, much to the disappointment of his mom, dad, and sister, who always want to be in the spotlight. When he meets Nessie, who’s equally desperate to get away from the cameras, he begins to ask himself the ultimate question: What’s the price of fame after all?

Explore More
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**The Haunting of Loch Ness Castle #2**

A Graphic Novel

Written by CHELSEA M. CAMPBELL; Illustrated by LAURA KNETZGER

Bigfoot and Nessie return for another adventure, and things are getting particularly eerie as they uncover the secrets of Loch Ness Castle in the latest installment of Chelsea M. Campbell and Laura Knetzger’s chapter-book graphic novel series.

Bigfoot and Nessie are visiting Nessie’s home, the underwater Loch Ness Castle, and Bigfoot couldn’t be more excited! The castle is huge, lavish, and it seems like Nessie has everything she could possibly want.

Only things are not exactly what they seem: Nessie can’t get away from her “overbearing momager” and endless celebrity duties—and to make matters worse, there’s a ghost roaming around in the house.

**Bluey: Grannies and Other Stories**

4 Stories in 1 Book. Hooray!

Written by PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES

A storybook collection of your favorite Bluey stories! For real life! Based on the wildly successful animated series Bluey, as seen on Disney+

Let’s take it to the max! This storybook collection includes four super-fun stories about Bluey and Bingo’s adventures with their friends and family.

This storybook includes: Butterflies, Mum School, Barky Boats, and Grannies.
What Is the Story of Godzilla?
Written by SHEILA KEENAN and WHO HQ

In 1954, Godzilla appeared on screen for the first time in a Japanese film directed by Ishirō Honda. Awakened by nuclear radiation, the enormous sea monster has appeared in over thirty other films, making Godzilla the longest-running film franchise in history. Known as the “King of the Monsters,” Godzilla has earned a huge fanbase worldwide. The dinosaur-like amphibian has been featured alongside friends and foes such as Mothra and Mechagodzilla, in TV shows, books, video games, and more. There is even a Godzilla star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame! Learn about the lasting legacy of this iconic character in this nonfiction book for young readers.

Explore More

Brave Like Godzilla
Written by CHARLIE MOON

Face your fears with Minilla and Godzilla in this original picture book!

Minilla and his friends are having a great day on Monster Island, when suddenly Gabara comes in and ruins their fun! Minilla knows it’s hard to stand up to others, but with a little help from Godzilla, he and his friends will learn the importance of working together and never giving up!

Explore More
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Jupiter Nettle and the Seven Schools of Magic
Written by SANGU MANDANNA; Illustrated by PABLO BALLESTEROS
For all of her twelve years, Jupiter Nettle has wanted to attend one of the Seven Schools of Magic. When she finally gets the call to take the entrance exam, she shocks everyone with her magic skills . . . but not in the way she’d hoped. Failing spectacularly in one test after another, Jupiter goes home dejected and confused.
What will she do now?
That night, Jupiter gets an unexpected visitor and, amazingly, another chance at the Seven Schools! But learning magic isn’t what she expected it to be . . . Then an age-old enemy returns to exact revenge on the Seven Schools, leaving Jupiter to finally find the courage and magic that’s been within her all along.

Sink or Swim
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by VERONICA AGARWAL and LEE DURFEY-LAVOIE
Bouncing back from a broken arm should be no big deal—but when Ty spends a month off the swim team the thought of getting back in the water is suddenly not as fun as it used to be.
After weeks of ignoring his friends, Ty isn’t sure how to connect with them again in summer camp. They used to have swim team together but after so long without swimming he’s out of shape and afraid of failing in front of them. With his friendships fracturing, will Ty be able to gain confidence in himself and fix everything before it’s too late?

Explore More
Also Available in Hardcover
The Fragrant Flower Blooms With Dignity 1
Written by SAKA MIKAMI

Chidori High is a boys’ school that takes in the dregs of society with the lowest grades. Next door stands Kikyo Girls’ High, where the wealthy, high-class families send their precious daughters. Chidori second-year Rintaro is helping at his family’s patisserie when he meets a girl named Kaoruko. The two hit it off right away...but this blissful peace is quickly disturbed when Rintaro discovers that Kaoruko is actually a student at Kikyo. Worse, she doesn’t seem to realize what a huge problem this really is! Will these two be able to forge a path for themselves, and sidestep the traps (metaphorical and literal) laid by their classmates?

A manga spin on Romeo and Juliet, perfect for fans of shojo and shonen romance manga!
Drifters Omnibus Volume 2
Written by KOHTA HIRANO;
Illustrated by KOHTA HIRANO;
Translated by MATTHEW JOHNSON

From Kohta Hirano, the creator of Hellsing, comes Drifters, an action-packed fantasy epic where warriors and warlords from Earth’s history are transported to an alien world to intervene in a worldwide civil war.

At the eye of the storm is the Black King who, desiring more than land and resources, is uniting the non-human races for a single purpose—the genocide of humanity. Drifters Omnibus Volume 2 collects Drifters volumes 4, 5 and 6 with 688 pages of all-out mystical mayhem!

Hellsing Volume 10 (Second Edition)
Written by KOHTA HIRANO;
Illustrated by KOHTA HIRANO;
Translated by DUANE JOHNSON

The final chapter in Kohta Hitano’s epic Hellsing saga pushes the boundaries of horror/action manga into new territories of thrills, shocks, and more than a few bloody laughs!

The curtain raises on the final act of the apocalyptic war between vampires, Nazis, Catholics, werewolves, Protestants, and mercenaries, and the outcome is still in doubt. Amidst the blood-drenched wreckage of London, the champions of light and darkness face off in a final showdown that will determine the future of humanity . . . or see humanity’s fall!

Explore More

Cover to be revealed

Covers may not be final
**Mob Psycho 100 Volume 14**
Written by ONE; Illustrated by ONE; Translated by KUMAR SIVASUBRAMANIAN
From the creator of One-Punch Man!
Teru journeys deep into the branches of the Divine Tree in search of the force attempting to control Seasoning City, only to be overcome by a strange mannequin of Mob.
Meanwhile back in town, the real Mob gradually realizes that no one, not even his master Reigen, may prove immune to the brainwashing of Psychohelmetism—so it’s up to Mob personally to confront the dummy of himself inside the Divine Tree…and the all-too-familiar spirit pulling its strings!

**The Kurosagi Corpse Delivery Service: Book Six Omnibus**
Written by EIJI OTSUKA; Illustrated by HOUSUI YAMAZAKI; Designed by BUNPEI YORIFUJI; Translated by TOSHIFUMI YOSHIDA
Book Six brings Kurosagi back to work…on some of their oddest jobs yet! When Numata’s fujoshi acupuncturist becomes the target of a manga-banning politician, it’s up to the Kurosagi gang to stick the needle into his power-hungry scheme.
Next, a contest prize vacation to Shanghai turns into a side gig on the set of a Chinese zombie movie…but are all those corpses method acting? Then, we know the tragic story of Yata’s sister, but will things turn out happier for his partner Kereellis? For Kereellis’s sister, that is. His puppet sister.
And that’s just three of nine all-new bizarre stories in omnibus Book Six of The Kurosagi Corpse Delivery Service!
My Love Story with Yamada-kun at Lv999 Volume 2
Written by MASHIRO

After college student Akane was dumped by her boyfriend, she met Yamada, a handsome high school boy and pro gamer, while playing an online RPG. In-game, he brushed her off, but in the real world, Yamada helped Akane escape an embarrassing encounter with her ex.

When Akane’s guild master invites her to an in-person meet-up with other members of their guild—including Yamada—she eagerly accepts. But things get tense when she meets Runa, a player who didn’t want to include Akane—or any new members—in their guild activities.

Meanwhile, Akane’s feelings for Yamada continue to grow, but she’s conflicted about those emotions. Could Yamada like her too?

A Kingdom of Quartz 2
Written by BOMHAT

For centuries, the Quartz Kingdom has basked in the warm glow of the Goddess’s light. That all changes one day when Demons attack the capital, laying low countless Celes. Yet even as the kingdom teeters on the brink of disaster, a black-winged orphan named Blue awakens to a terrible new power within her and vanquishes the Demons.

As the dust settles on the ravaged city and Blue comes back to herself, she swears an oath of fealty to the noble Prince Cassian. She then enters Helios Training Academy to fulfill her lifelong dream of becoming an Angel and defending the kingdom.
A Sign of Affection
Omnibus 2 (Vol. 4–6)
Written by SUU MORISHITA

The best-selling shojo romance manga from the creator of Shortcake Cake gets a new, large-sized omnibus edition!

Catch up on the manga before watching the anime! Includes Vol. 4–6.

Yuki, a deaf college student who’s led a relatively sheltered life, has just taken a huge step: She’s got a boyfriend! And he seems like a keeper: Itsuomi is a multilingual globetrotter who works hard, and he’s a knockout, to boot. Yuki can still scarcely believe that Itsuomi casually dropped the question, “Wanna go out with me?” And she can’t help wondering, when will Itsuomi start to open up to her about his past, and his dreams for the future? Is this a whim, or is it real?

Explore More
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Blue Lock 13
Written by MUNEYUKI KANESHIRO;
Illustrated by YUSUKE NOMURA

Anime airing now!

Thanks to a last-minute goal, Isagi manages to prove his worth and earn his teammates’ respect in the first match of tryouts. But more matches remain, and Isagi will need to master his new “reflexive thinking” ability to earn a place on the Blue Lock Eleven. The board is almost set... Prepare for the ultimate contest between the Blue Lock strikers’ “egoism” and the U-20 Japan team’s legendary defense!
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EDENS ZERO 29
Written by HIRO MASHIMA

It’s here! The creator of Fairy Tail, manga superstar Hiro Mashima, is back with a high-flying space adventure! All the steadfast friendship, crazy fighting, and blue cats you’ve come to expect... IN SPACE!

The planet Miltz is hidden amongst thousands of dummy planets and should be safe from Void and his crew, but somehow an intruder appears with what seems like the ability to stop time! Only Rebecca is immune to the intruder’s time-stopping ability, and she does her best to stop the intruder, but things escalate when the one intruder becomes many. Luckily an old friend appears and together they face the mysterious enemy in a game?!

Explore More

Hitorijime My Hero Manga Box Set 1 (Vol. 1–6)
Written by MEMECO ARII

Collect the BL manga that inspired the hit anime in a premium, six-volume box set, including an exclusive, 100-page bonus booklet with seven short stories and color illustrations found nowhere else!

Includes Hitorijime My Hero Vol. 1–6, plus bonus booklet.

Masahiro Setagawa doesn’t believe in heroes, but wishes he could: He’s found himself trapped in a gang of small-time street bullies, and with no prospects for a real future. But when high school teacher (and scourge of the streets) Kousuke Ohshiba comes to his rescue, he finds he may start believing after all... in heroes, and in his budding feelings, too.

Explore More
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How I Met My Soulmate 3
Written by ANASHIN
From the creator of Waiting for Spring comes a new college romance that meditates on just what destiny means, and whether “the one” is really out there. A fresh and stylish spin on shojo manga!

“I wouldn’t come over if the thought of something happening between us bothered me.” — These words keep repeating in Yuuki’s mind. She can’t believe that she revealed that to Iori that night. But what is bothering her even more is the alluring Airi, the girlfriend of Iori’s brother, Ibuki…and why does his brother think that Airi is cheating with Iori?!}

I Was Reincarnated as the 7th Prince so I Can Take My Time Perfecting My Magical Ability 12
Illustrated by YOSUKE KOKUZAWA;
Created by KENKYO NA CIRCLE;
Designed by MERU.

In his previous life, Lloyd only wished to study magic, but his status as a commoner lead him to an unfortunate end. After being ruthlessly done in by the very magic he so desperately desired to master, Lloyd opens his eyes to an amazing new existence as the 7th prince of the Kingdom of Saloum. This time, he’s been born with unmatched magical potential! Lloyd sets out to finally achieve what he’s always yearned for: study magic to his heart’s content! There’s only one small problem... he’s barely 10 years old! How is anyone going to take him seriously like this?
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My Noisy Roommate: The Roof Over My Head Comes With Monsters and a Hottie 1
Written by KAHO OZAKI
Osuke’s excited about finally getting to live on his own, but on his first day in his new apartment, he finds himself kicked out onto the street! So, when a real estate agent appears out of nowhere offering him a beautiful, new place (with just a couple conditions), he jumps at the chance. But when he opens the door, a drop-dead gorgeous blond guy pops out! It turns out living with him is one of the conditions! His name is Nijio, and he tells Osuke that, not only are ghosts real, but Osuke himself is a magnet for all things supernatural...

Explore More

Initial D Omnibus 2 (Vol. 3-4)
Written by SHUICHI SHIGENO
Contains a new translation of Initial D Vol. 3-4.
Is gripping truly king in racing? That is what Takeshi Nakazoto of the Myogi Night Kids wants to prove with his GT-R against Takumi Fujiwara’s specially tuned Trueno Eight-Six. Mount Akina’s downhill may not necessarily be that easy of a race, and an overpowered engine and inflated ego may turn a deadly corner.
What’s more, the racing scene is wondering if Takumi can replicate his drift skills on a run other than Mount Akina, while Takumi shows nascent signs of a racing obsession.
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Nina the Starry Bride 5
Written by RIKACHI

Nina had a rough start to life, orphaned and stealing to survive, only to be abducted for her unusual lapis lazuli eyes. But to her surprise, her captor, Prince Azure, ordained that she would live the life of a princess...specifically, that of the recently deceased princess-priestess, Alisha, who had her same eyes. Despite her changing fortune, Nina won’t give up her old life without a fight. Azure might just be the one to finally match her wits, but how much can she trust him? And can she stop the feelings budding in her heart, knowing she must eventually marry another...?

Explore More

Ogami-san Can’t Keep It In 5
Written by YU YOSHIDAMARU

Ogami-san has been keeping a dirty little secret from her peers at school: Puberty has emptied her mind of everything but perverted fantasies! For the sake of leading an ordinary school life, she pulls out all the stops to keep her mental wild side under wraps. But when she literally reaches a hand out to Yaginuma-kun, a cute but mysterious boy in her class, her innermost thoughts just come spilling out! All she wants is to get to know him (and his body) better, but she can’t do that without the risk of exposing her true self. What’s a girl to do!?

Explore More
Peach Boy Riverside 14
Written by COOLKYOUSINNJYA;
Illustrated by JOHANNE
Saltherine, princess of the Kingdom of Aldarake, dreams of traveling the world...a dangerous dream in a land where monsters roam the countryside! A chance meeting with a wanderer gives her hope that she might still find excitement in her life. But then she discovers the wanderer’s true identity: Momotaro the Peach Boy, demon-slayer of legend! Though terrified by his bloody profession, Sally feels driven to follow Momotaro and learn more. But is this curiosity, or a magical connection that goes deeper than either of them realize...?

Pass the Monster Meat, Milady! 4
Written by CHIKA MIZUBE;
Created by KANATA HOSHI;
Designed by PEPERON
A fantasy romance about a voracious lady who delights in monster meat and a mad-blooded duke who is swept off his feet by her curious charms.
Like any proper noble lady, one must have certain acquired tastes. For Melphiera Marchalrayd, she just happens to crave a rather exotic protein—monsters! But do not judge! Despite its bad reputation, monster meat can be used in exquisite cuisine and Melphiera is determined to change the kingdom’s opinion of it! Unfortunately, since debuting in society, Melphiera has been struggling to find her perfect match...until she meets the fearless “Blood-Mad Duke” of Galbraith!
Rent-A-Girlfriend 25
Written by REIJI MIYAJIMA
Catch up on the manga before the anime returns!
In today’s Japan, “rental” services can deliver an afternoon with a “friend,” a “parent,” even a fake girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his girlfriend, hapless freshman Kazuya gets just desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly discovers how complicated it can be to “rent” an emotional connection, and his new “girlfriend,” who’s trying to keep her side hustle secret, will panic when she finds out her real life and Kazuya’s are intertwined in surprising ways! Family, school, and life all start to go wrong, too... It’s sweet but naïve boy meets cute but ruthless girl in this 21st-century manga rom-com!

Quality Assurance in Another World 8
Written by MASAMICHI SATO
You think you’re living a quiet life in the countryside. Then, one day, a dragon shows up, and everything changes—not because of the fire-breathing serpent, but because of Haga, the man who shows up and “debugs” the situation. Can it be that your life is nothing like what you thought? And what, exactly, is “QA?” A thrilling isekai action fantasy from a fresh, new perspective!
The once powerless NPC, Gaydle, was modified by Yamanaka, another King’s Seeker like Haga, and received an incredibly powerful body. But the warriors of the mountains have had it with his barbarous ways. It doesn’t take long for Haga and his party to be dragged into their deadly battle.
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Shangri-La Frontier 12
Written by RYOSUKE FUJI;
Created by KATARINA
A fast-paced, irreverent adventure for fans of isekai and RPGs!
While looking to gather information about Ctarnidd, Sunraku unintentionally gets thrown into a bonus scenario that seems lethally dangerous. Alone in an undersea city full of vicious enemies and separated from his party, Sunraku has 170 hours to clear the scenario. Fortunately, Sunraku meets Araba, a friendly NPC. Araba helps Sunraku get a better understanding of the environment and together they begin the search for Sunraku’s friends.

Explore More

Saving 80,000 Gold in Another World for My Retirement 7 (Manga)
Created by FUNA;
Written by KEISUKE MOTOE;
Designed by TOUZAI
After growing up an orphan, Mitsuha has a healthy respect for money and a desire to live well—at least, until she dies after being pushed off a cliff. Waking up in a strange fantasy world, Mitsuha narrowly survives an encounter with a pack of wolves, then realizes she has the power to move between this world and the real one. A lesser person might embark on heroic adventures—Mitsuha instead immediately recognizes the lucrative possibilities of her new situation, and heads out to buy an arsenal of modern weapons. Her goal: to acquire 80,000 gold, and the life of leisure she’s always dreamed of!
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Shonen Note: Boy Soprano 8
Written by YUHKI KAMATANI

The only constant in life is change, and now the entire town of Kawami is forced to accept that reality. After the dismal results of the vote on the industrial waste disposal facility, everyone is lost in a fog of disappointment—Everyone, that is, except for the City Opera. The City Opera troupe hopes to lift the town's spirits with music. But will Yutaka be able to recover from Midori's shocking confession that his singing scares her...? After a long journey of self-discovery, Yutaka finally came to terms with who he was—as a boy, a singer, and a boy soprano.

FINAL VOLUME!

Sketchy 2
Written by MAKIHIROCHI

As her thirties slip by, Ako feels like she’s falling behind. But a group of skateboarding girls will bring a newfound passion into her life in this reflective, relatable josei manga from the creator of Is Kichijoji the Only Place to Live?

HALF-PIPE DREAMS
Ako's love of skateboarding continues to grow as she goes to another lesson with her coworker, Shiho. The two of them buy their own boards and officially become skater girls! But as Ako struggles to learn her second trick, she begins to wonder if she’ll ever truly be able to skateboard...
Super Morning Star 4
Written by KARA AOMIYA

When a classmate finds out he’s secretly a sentai star, Kaido’s precious life as a regular high schooler is in danger of being stolen, and so’s his heart, in this BL rom-com for fans of Hitorijime My Hero and Sasaki and Miyano!

After persevering through some of the most difficult challenges in their relationship, Honda and Kaido affirm their commitment to each other. Between overseas work trips, vacations with friends, and even meeting each other’s families, they are ready to face the joys and obstacles life has for them—together. It’s full steam ahead in this sweet conclusion!

FINAL VOLUME!

That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime Omnibus 2 (Vol. 4-6)
Written by FUSE;
Illustrated by TAIKI KAWAKAMI;
Designed by MITZ VAH

Mikami’s middle age hasn’t gone as he planned: He never found a girlfriend, he got stuck in a dead-end job, and he was abruptly stabbed to death in the street at 37. So when he wakes up in a new world straight out of a fantasy RPG, he’s disappointed but not exactly surprised to find that he’s facing down a dragon, not as a knight or a wizard but as a blind slime demon.

Experience the isekai sensation that helped inspire the hit anime in a definitive, large-sized omnibus edition, including Vol. 4-6.
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The Fable Omnibus 2 (Vol. 3–4)
Written by KATSUHISA MINAMI
Omnibus edition includes Vol. 3–4. Anime coming soon!
The deadliest man in Japan has a new mission: Take a yearlong break, and don’t kill anybody. After getting a pet parrot, “Akira Sato” (not his real name) is at a loss. What do normal people do? They get a job, right? So the Fable musters his courage, writes a resume, and promptly discovers that job interviews are much trickier than they seem. Practically by divine luck, a neighbor gets him a job at a design company. But how long will the underworld let a legendary assassin slave away at a 9-to-5?

The Moon on a Rainy Night 5
Written by KUZUSHIRO
A high school girl’s chance encounter with an enigmatic female classmate whose musical aspirations were complicated when an accident almost completely took her hearing leads to the slow blossoming of love. Perfect for fans of yuri series like Whisper Me a Love Song and sweet, sophisticated romances like A Sign of Affection.
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Tying the Knot with an Amagami Sister 5
Written by MARCEY NAITO

One self-made med student, three shrine maidens, and one devious marriage plot. If you loved The Quintessential Quintuplets, you’ve found your new obsession!

Atheist Uryu Kamihate just wants to get into medical school… but his foster father runs a shrine and expects him to marry one of the three priestesses! The buxom Yae, the diligent Yuna, and the sporty Asahi all have their charms…if they weren’t miko! The Amagami Shrine is preparing to hold its annual festival, and the three sisters are all eagerly preparing! But when debtors come calling and the shrine faces bankruptcy, can an atheist and three shrine maidens set aside their differences long enough to weather the storm?!

Explore More

Vinland Saga Deluxe 3
Written by MAKOTO YUKIMURA

His army starving for resources, King Canute schemes to confiscate Ketil’s farm. Ketil and his sons become fugitives, barely escaping the capital aboard Leif Ericson’s ship, but Canute follows in pursuit with his best men. Upon Ketil’s return, he finds his beloved slave Arnheid has helped her former husband, a runaway who has killed many of Ketil’s bodyguards, escape. Beset by betrayal on all sides, there may be no way out for Ketil, but Thorfinn finally has his freedom. Yet, the son of Thors feels bound to Denmark by his unfinished business with Canute…

Explore More

Covers may not be final.
**WIND BREAKER 6**

Written by SATORU NII

An adrenaline-filled manga set in a high school for delinquents who are now heroes protecting their town. A fierce, new student arrives at the school determined to fight his way to the top and become the strongest of them all. This edgy, action-packed manga is guaranteed to excite fans of Tokyo Revengers and other stories about high school delinquents.

Now that he’s won the respect of his classmates, Sakura has been promoted to class leader. Unfortunately, there’s little time to celebrate, as new trouble strikes. A comrade’s childhood friend is in danger. To save him, Sakura and the other first years will have to charge into KEEL’s home turf.

**As a Reincarnated Aristocrat, I’ll Use My Appraisal Skill to Rise in the World 5 (light novel)**

Written by MIRAIJIN A;
Illustrated by JIMMY

The hit light novel series with over 30 million online views in Japan, now with an anime to premiere in 2024!

After thirty-five years of perfectly ordinary life, a run-of-the-mill businessman suddenly drops dead...only to be reborn in another world! Now he must live as Ars Louvent, scion of a minor noble family and wielder of a fabulous skill: Appraisal, the power to perceive the strengths and abilities of others at a glance.

He’ll need it, too, because there are plenty of problems to solve in the Louvent family’s territory! Ars only has one choice: recruit the most talented individuals his skill can find, and rise up to new heights in his brand new world!
Kaina of the Great Snow Sea 1
Written by TSUTOMU NIHEI
Illustrated by ITOE TAKEMOTO
SF/Fantasy visionary Tsutomu Nihei’s most accessible and exciting series yet! With a strong influence from classics like Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind and Castle in the Sky, Kaina tells the story of two worlds – above and below, both of which look to one another for salvation. Part of coming-of-age, part adventure, part high fantasy, this is bound to be a classic. Nihei’s character designs are brought to vivid and engaging life by Itoe Takemoto (known for series including The Beast Player). With a very well-received anime adaptation currently on Crunchyroll, Kaina of the Great Snow Sea is perfectly set up to be a smash hit.

Medaka Kuroiwa Is Impervious to My Charms 7
Written by RAN KUZE
Mona Kawai is on a mission to capture the heart of the only boy she’s ever really wanted: Medaka Kuroiwa, the one holdout in school who still stubbornly refuses to bow to her charms. But as the annual intramural beauty pageant kicks into full gear and Mona prepares to put on the show of a lifetime for the panel of judges—which thanks to some sly maneuvering on her part now includes Medaka—that could be about to change. All she has to do is out-cute the other contestants, most notably her formidable love rival Asahi, and nab the chance to fake confess her feelings to her crush. Easy, right? Right…?
**Mermaid Prince**
Written by KAORI OZAKI

Mugi is a big city kid struggling to adjust to life in Okinawa, where he moved with his sister and new brother-in-law. But to his only friend Matori, he’s a bona fide prince. Feeling out of place at home, Mugi runs away to Matori’s house and learns about legendary mermaids who will grant you one wish—if you can make it to them alive.

This moving new compilation by Kaori Ozaki also features "Ametsukigahara," a short story about a young girl trying to navigate the complicated emotions that come with growing apart from friends, and "One Snowy Day," a tale of a librarian who encounters an unusual father and son seeking shelter from an unforgiving winter whiteout.

**The Dawn of the Witch 6**
(light novel)
Written by KAKERU KOBASHIRI; Illustrated by TAKASHI IWASAKI and YOSHINORI SHIZUMA

Saybil and his friends arrived in the New World under the flag of diplomacy, but, unable to reconcile their worldviews, the two sides are now at war! Zero has created a city of ice atop the ocean waves to house any refugees who seek freedom from the New World’s oppressive class system—but when Utsuwa, daughter of the supreme ruler Danna Ryl, joins their number, the conflict becomes graver than ever.

At last, the stunning climax to the hit series set in the high fantasy world of Grimoire of Zero!
Welcome to Demon School! Iruma-kun 8
Written by OSAMU NISHI

A Tricky Test
The end of terminus break from classes at Babyls is right around the corner! Now, there’s only one thing standing between Iruma and vacation: a set of dreary exams. But just as Iruma gets ready to hit the books, he runs right into a fearsome teacher and a sticky situation he never saw coming! Will he be able to wing his way out of this one?!

Explore More

7th Time Loop: The Villainess Enjoys a Carefree Life Married to Her Worst Enemy! (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by TOUKO AMEKAWA;
Illustrated by HINOKI KINO;
Contributions by WAN HACHIPISU

In the month and a half since Rishe became the fiancée of Galkhein’s crown prince, she’s wasted no time. Not only has she forged alliances with important figures from her past lives, but she’s also made friends with the common people of the kingdom. Most importantly, her time spent training in secret with the knight recruits has strengthened her resolve to alter the future and avoid the war she knows is coming. So when the true reason for Prince Kyle’s visit is finally revealed, Rishe is more determined than ever to intervene and prevent tragedy from befalling both Coyolles and Galkhein—even if it means risking Arnold’s wrath!

Explore More
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A Tale of the Secret Saint (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by TOUYA;
Illustrated by MAHITO Aobe;
Contributions by CHIBI
Fia’s travels take her into the heart of Sutherland alongside the First Knight Brigade. There, the land is still scarred from the wounds of “The Lament of Sutherland,” an internal conflict instigated by Captain Cyril’s parents. Worse still, to this day, the land and its citizens despise knights because of the tragedy, which means trouble for anyone in the brigade. However, Fia won’t lose hope. In fact, she might just be exactly what Sutherland needs to help heal this tragic situation!

Explore More

A Stepmother’s Marchen Vol. 4
Written by SPICE&KITTY;
Illustrated by ORKA
Before the marchioness Shuri Von Neuschwanstein was granted a redo of her last seven years, she was ambushed on her way to a new life on the morning of Jeremy’s wedding. For the first time, the events leading up to her death and rebirth are revealed—along with the aftermath of the horrific event. Shuri’s death causes an uproar in the empire, especially when blame is placed on refugees from the country of Safavid. It seems the empire will go to war, unless Jeremy, Norra, and others close to Shuri can find the true culprit.
The hit webtoon also known as The Fantasie of a Stepmother!

Explore More
**Berserk of Gluttony (Manga) Vol. 10**

Written by ISSHIKI ICHIKA; Illustrated by DAISUKE TAKINO

The military force sent to Galia—and supposedly killed by the Divine Dragon—makes a sudden return to the royal capital. Among them is Mason Hart, Roxy’s father. Roxy and Fate are shocked and confused but joyful to have him back.

Meanwhile, Fate receives a report from Laine about the Elder Stone—a fragment of Shin. When an explosion hits the military district, where the mysteries behind the resurrected dead and the Elder Stone intersect, Fate encounters the last person he expects to see!

**Ballad of Sword and Wine: Qiang Jin Jiu (Novel) Vol. 1**

Written by TANG JIU QING; Illustrated by ST

Shen Zechuan is the eighth son of the traitorous Prince of Jianxing, a man who doomed his cities and people to destruction at the hands of the foreign enemy. As the only surviving member of his reviled line, Shen Zechuan is dragged to the capital in chains. He bears the hatred of the nation, but no one’s hate burns hotter than that of Xiao Chiye.

Xiao Chiye would love nothing more than to see Shen Zechuan dead—but he clings to life. He becomes a thorn in Xiao Chiye’s side. Yet as these two bitter enemies beat against the bonds of their fate, they find themselves kindred spirits, unlikely allies...and perhaps something more.

---

**Ballad of Sword and Wine: Qiang Jin Jiu (Novel) Vol. 1**

Written by TANG JIU QING; Illustrated by ST

Shen Zechuan is the eighth son of the traitorous Prince of Jianxing, a man who doomed his cities and people to destruction at the hands of the foreign enemy. As the only surviving member of his reviled line, Shen Zechuan is dragged to the capital in chains. He bears the hatred of the nation, but no one’s hate burns hotter than that of Xiao Chiye.

Xiao Chiye would love nothing more than to see Shen Zechuan dead—but he clings to life. He becomes a thorn in Xiao Chiye’s side. Yet as these two bitter enemies beat against the bonds of their fate, they find themselves kindred spirits, unlikely allies...and perhaps something more.

**Berserk of Gluttony (Manga) Vol. 10**

Written by ISSHIKI ICHIKA; Illustrated by DAISUKE TAKINO

The military force sent to Galia—and supposedly killed by the Divine Dragon—makes a sudden return to the royal capital. Among them is Mason Hart, Roxy’s father. Roxy and Fate are shocked and confused but joyful to have him back.

Meanwhile, Fate receives a report from Laine about the Elder Stone—a fragment of Shin. When an explosion hits the military district, where the mysteries behind the resurrected dead and the Elder Stone intersect, Fate encounters the last person he expects to see!
He Yu seems to have everything going for him: he’s handsome, rich, and smart. But beneath his perfect facade, he’s hiding a dark secret. He enrolls in film school to pursue the girl of his dreams, Xie Xue...but that forces him to deal with her overprotective older brother.

Xie Qingcheng is the only person who knows He Yu’s terrible secret. He Yu swears not to let his past with this man get in the way of his feelings for Xie Xue, but he soon finds himself drawn into a tangled web of intrigue and violence that involves both of the Xie siblings. He must confront his own grudges and face new truths—including his own feelings for Xie Qingcheng.

Explore More

Nobunaga collapses at the hands of Kiyomori! Could this be the end for him? Will he and Noel ever get a chance to consummate their fiery passion? Find out in the scorching finale of Bite Maker!
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**Chasing Spica Vol. 1**
Written by CHIHIRO ORIHI

In this yuri/Girls’ Love drama, a flashy but studious high schooler discovers that her rival, a strict disciplinary committee member, may also be more than meets the eye.

Nekozuka Serina isn’t satisfied. Even though she’s fashionable, popular, and smart to boot, she’s always found herself gnawing at the heels of the cold and condescending public morals officer Tachibana Reiko. With them now in their third year and a scholarship on the line, Serina must finally defeat Reiko and get the highest exam results in their grade. It’s easier said than done! That is until Serina snaps a photo of Reiko visiting a love hotel late at night with an unknown woman and hatches a plan...

**Cinderella Closet Vol. 6**
Written by WAKANA YANAI

Haruka’s confidence is boosted by Hikaru’s magic, and after overcoming her heartbreak over Kurotaki, she and Hikaru are finally an item! But right after sharing their first kiss, Haruka’s mom suddenly appears! What will she think of her daughter’s cross-dressing sweetheart? Meanwhile, Hikaru begins to consider his dreams as life brings them both to a new stage...

---

**Explore More**
Delinquent Daddy and Tender Teacher Vol. 4: Four-Leaf Clovers
Written by TAMA MIZUKI

Hitsuji and Hatoyama are growing closer than ever. And while Hitsuji may not have been ready to take the leap into cohabitating, he’s determined to support Hatoyama and his son Hinata however he can. And boy, it looks like they’re gonna need it! With Hinata still struggling to form a connection with his new teacher, Samejima, and Hatoyama working himself to the bone to save up money for a bigger place, things are on the stressful side for this little family. It’s up to Hitsuji to lend a hand and find the courage to show Hatoyama just how much he cares for him!

Explore More

COLORLESS Vol. 7
Written by KENT

THE EPIC CONCLUSION TO THE STYLISH TALE OF A WORLD BEREFT OF COLOR!
The first Mercy Pulse robbed the world of color, leaving humanity mutated in its wake. Now, using the power of their “Divine Chroma,” the Iodopsy Order are on the verge of engineering a second Mercy Pulse. Driven by the madness of their faith, they don’t care what the consequences might be for the human race. Avidia narrowly prevailed against the Order’s sapphire-tinted god, but now he’s grievously wounded and cut off from all his friends. To rescue Chie, he’s ready to launch an all-out war against the Order, before calamity descends upon the world!
The final volume!

Explore More
**Dragon Goes House-Hunting Vol. 10**

Written by KAWO TANUKI; Illustrated by CHOCO AYA

The hilarious story of a dragon trying to find his perfect lair—which is also an anime!

Letty is not very good at being a dragon. Actually, he’s so terrible at it that his dad went and kicked him out of the house! What’s a skittish monster of myth to do in a world where everyone sees him as material for their next suit of armor? Why, find a safe place to call home, of course. With the help of a slightly evil elvish architect, Letty’s quest for the ultimate draconic domicile begins!

The final volume!

**ENNEAD Vol. 3 [Paperback]**

Written by MOJITO

It’s the middle of their second match, and things aren’t going so well for Seth. Dangling far above the water with nothing but Horus’s leg to cling to, he is utterly at his nephew’s mercy. Can he save his stone boat before Horus destroys it or will he have no choice but to watch it sink? And how will he fare when he and Horus engage in a totally different kind of match after the second contest?

Also Available in Hardcover
Even Dogs Go to Other Worlds: Life in Another World with My Beloved Hound (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by RYUUOU; Illustrated by HANA ICHIKA
In this isekai for dog lovers, an office worker is transported to another world…with his loyal canine companion!
Takumi often works overtime and gets home after dark. At least his beloved Maltese puppy, Leo, is always happy to greet him when he returns home. One day, Takumi wakes up in an unfamiliar forest…and right in front of an enormous wolf! Wait, could this gigantic canine actually be his once-little Leo?! With the help of a mysterious new magic power, Takumi will do his best to make a laid back, easy life for himself and his furry best friend!

Even Though We’re Adults Vol. 8
Written by TAKAKO SHIMURA
From the critically acclaimed creator of Wandering Son and Sweet Blue Flowers, a heart-tugging manga about two busy women who think they’ve figured out the whole adulting thing…until they fall in love with each other.
Is it worth making everyone else miserable just so we can be happy? Even as they wrestle with this question, Ayano and Akari decide to move in together. Their new life together sustains Ayano after salacious rumors chased her out of her last teaching job. Meanwhile, Wataru is left hurting in the wake of the divorce and Eri struggles with an adulterous love of her own.
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Covers may not be final
Guardian: Zhen Hun (Novel) Vol. 3

Written by PRIEST

Zhao Yunlan is Chief of the Special Investigations Department: a secret group of uniquely skilled individuals who investigate strange happenings in modern-day Dragon City.

Although laid-back and cheeky to those who don’t know him, this tenacious and cunning man fits well into his role of the Guardian.

While investigating a mysterious death at a local university, Zhao Yunlan meets Shen Wei, a calm and cold professor who proves as intriguing as the case itself. Something about this reserved man feels strangely familiar. Zhao Yunlan can’t help but notice the intensity of the professor’s gaze, and wonders why their lives begin to intertwine—as if by fate.

The final volume!

Explore More

Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation: Mo Dao Zu Shi (The Comic / Manhua) Vol. 6

Written by MO XIANG TONG XIU; Illustrated by LUO DI CHENG QIU

To escape the villainous scheming of Xue Yang, A-Qing is determined to flee, and take her companion Xiao Xingchen along with her. But Xiao Xingchen cannot shake his sense of responsibility—he resolves to stay behind and confront Xue Yang alone. That’s when Xue Yang reveals the truth behind their Night Hunts, and all the horrible things he’s tricked Xiao Xingchen into doing for so many years. Battle is joined between old friends and fated rivals!

Back in the present, Wei Wuxian watches their tragic history unfold, and is left with a single thought. To set things right, he must kill Xue Yang.

Explore More
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Homunculus (Omnibus) Vol. 9–10
Written by HIDEO YAMAMOTO
The homunculi have all vanished! All but one—a mysterious woman whose face shifts constantly, and who won’t leave Nakoshi alone. In a desperate attempt to uncover his truth and hers, Nakoshi bites the bullet and performs trepanation on himself. Will he survive the procedure and find the answers he’s so desperately seeking?

From the creator of Ichi the Killer and Voyeur, the hit supernatural horror tale that inspired a live-action film on Netflix.
The final volume!

Explore More

His Majesty the Demon King’s Housekeeper Vol. 7
Written by SAIKO WADORI;
Illustrated by MIKA KAJIYAMA
A lighthearted shojo tale about a high school girl who uses her passion for cleanliness to fix up a fantasy world!

For Takatsuki Sakura, a trip to the library turns into a fantastical journey. She has been swept away to a grandiose castle ruled by a gorgeous demon king. Magic and wonder covers every room. Taking it in, Sakura can hardly breathe... because of all the dust and dirt. A curse has prevented this kingdom from cleaning. Only Sakura and her housekeeping knowhow can scrub away this dark magic grime!
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I Got Caught Up In a Hero Summons, but the Other World was at Peace! (Manga) Vol. 8
Written by TOUDAI;
Illustrated by JIRO HEIAN;
Contributions by OCHAU

Somehow, Kaito has managed to skate away with his life despite being faced against such foes as the War King and his entourage! Though the appearance of Chro in her Demon Beast Mode quickly dampens raised tempers. Later, a trip to the demon realm has Kaito spending considerable time with Isis, the Death King, where he must confront his hidden true feelings for Chro. Upon his return, with yet more friends and acquaintances added to his entourage, No Face the Illusion King has managed to slip in. What information will the Illusion King throw Kaito’s way?!?
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I Think I Turned My Childhood Friend Into a Girl Vol. 6
Written by AZUSA BANJO

Hiura and Mido’s time as roommates ends with the start of the new school term. But now that Hiura’s gained a little more confidence, he’s forging deeper friendships with his fellow classmates, and at the invitation of rich girl Yoshino, he somehow ends up making his society debut! Meanwhile, a new character who is knowledgeable about makeup gets a glimpse of Mido’s secret. Will this set something off?!?
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Kageki Shojo!! Vol. 12
Written by KUMIKO SAIKI

Ever since she was a little girl, Sarasa has wanted to play the role of Oscar as part of the Kouka Acting Troupe, an all-female acting troupe similar to the Takarazuka Revue. But before she can do that, she has to attend two years at the Kouka School of Musical and Theatrical Arts. As Sarasa practices singing, dancing, and acting, she grows closer to the other girls in her year, including her roommate, the stoic former J-idol, Ai. Though Sarasa is great at making friends, her outspoken nature and grand ambitions earn her lots of enemies as well. Can Sarasa keep her upbeat attitude and achieve her dream of stardom?

Explore More

Kemono Jihen Vol. 11
Written by SHO AIMOTO

A friend, a family member, a lover...everyone has someone they care about. And because of that, sometimes, they will fight desperately not to lose that someone. Inside the Ouga Ham factory, Kabane and Inugami work together in a joint attack against Haru and the other foxes in a battle over the stones, but Inugami is taken hostage by an unexpected opponent. Can Kabane save him?

Explore More
Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear (Manga) Vol. 9
Written by KUMANANO; Illustrated by SERGEI; Contributions by 29
Ever since she got transported to another world, Yuna has been on an epic quest...for culinary delights! Her latest goal is to find the “bee tree”, the source of honey in this world. But when Yuna finally finds it, she also discovers a couple of wild bears under attack by orcs! Never one to back down from a fight when a rare ingredient is on the line, Yuna soon jumps into the fray!

Explore More

Last Game Vol. 5
Written by SHINOBU AMANO
Yanagi and Kujou’s trip to an amusement park begins with a haunted house, where Yanagi offers to hold her hand if she’s scared. But with Momoka and Souma (and Yoshida-senpai) meddling, something is bound to go awry! Meanwhile, watching Momoka and Yanagi together is making Kujou feel uneasy...and her changing behavior is beginning to change Souma, too.

Explore More
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Lonely Castle in the Mirror (Manga) Vol. 3
Written by MIZUKI TSUJIMURA; Illustrated by TOMO TAKETOMI
The kids realize that, aside from Rion, they are all students at Yukishina Junior High No. 5. After an eventful Christmas party, Masamune plucks up his courage to suggest that the kids help each other out with their problems and maybe even start attending classes again. They all agree to go to school on January 10th. Will Kokoro finally be able to face her bullies?

Love is an Illusion! Vol. 6
Written by FARGO
When Hye-sung’s name and photo are published in the news, neither he nor Dojin expect that it will bring long-lost relatives into their lives. Even though it’s been years since Hye-sung spoke to his parents, he’s forced to confront the hard truths of his troubled past. In the face of such trauma, can he endure for Dojin and Byul’s sake? Or is the terrified omega about to make another daring escape? Meanwhile, all Hye-sung and Dojin’s friends are settling down. Find out what’s ahead for the beta couples in the latest volume of the hit Boys’ Love webtoon!
Malevolent Spirits: Mononogatari Vol. 7
Written by ONIGUNSO

On their way to Tokyo, the Nagatsuki tsukumogami run into a strange roadblock—a whole group of paper umbrella tsukumogami who are after Botan. Suzuri manages to send a message to Botan in the nick of time, alerting Hyoma and the others at the Kadomori estate that a group they thought were allies are actually aligned with the paper umbrellas. A concentrated attack separates Hyoma and Botan from everyone else, and this time, Hyoma is determined to protect Botan at all costs—even if it means casting aside his chance for vengeance.

Explore More

---

Magical Angel Creamy Mami and the Spoiled Princess Vol. 7
Written by EMI MITSUKI;
From an idea by STUDIO PIEROTT

Filming on a movie written by manager Kidokoro and starring Ayase Megumi has begun! Preparations are moving along, but finding talent to star alongside Megumi is proving a bigger challenge than anticipated. Just when all seems lost, a face from the past appears: Creamy Mami. Thus begins Mami and Megumi’s last appearance together!

The final volume!

Explore More
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Marriage to Kitsune-sama
Written by KEN HOMERUN
In the town of Hokutochou, a mystical tradition unfolds every few decades. A villager is selected to ascend the mountain to marry one of the alluring fox spirits who reside there. Inaho has longed to take on that role, and when his time finally comes, he eagerly climbs the mountain to meet his new handsome husband, Subaru.
The captivating lord has been watching Inaho for quite some time and is pleased to receive his new spouse. But before this supernatural marriage can enter its honeymoon stage, Inaho discovers Subaru is cursed to devour his beloved—aka Inaho!

Explore More

Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid: Elma’s Office Lady Diary Vol. 8
Written by COOLKYOUSINNJYA;
Illustrated by AYAMI KAZAMA
Office lady life isn’t all trips to snowy mountains and Little Edo. What happens when Elma is suspected of stealing the office snacks?! Still, this harmony dragon is doing her best to blend in with human society. She’s even chosen as an instructor for a study group! Follow Elma as she works herself to the bone and stuffs herself to the gills in Volume 8 of this popular spinoff to Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid!
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MoMo -the blood taker- Vol. 9
Written by AKIRA SUGITO
THE RIVETING FINALE
MoMo and Mikogami are finally reunited, but Croix and Brunhilda block their way! As the two camps clash, something suddenly happens to Croix’s body and the situation takes an unexpected turn. Furthermore, the King of the Vampires, Kudlak, takes action, bringing the story to its final stage!
The final volume!

Modern Dungeon Capture Starting with Broken Skills (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by YUUKI KIMIKAWA;
Illustrated by STURKEY
Four years have passed since dungeons suddenly appeared all over the world, sparking conflict over the resources hidden within. Then one fateful day, a financial securities salaryman named Mizuki arrives at his new workplace to find it transformed into one of those very dungeons. Entering to search for anyone who might be stuck inside, Mizuki realizes the dungeon is straight out of a video game!
During his search, he comes across a fairy and, using his new mysterious skill book, saves her from being roasted alive by goblins.
The former wage slave’s adventure begins now, as he sets out to clear modern dungeons with his skill book and his partner from another world!
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My New Life as a Cat Vol. 6
Written by KONOMI WAGATA
Still stranded in the body of a housecat, Nyao is learning to adapt and liking it more than he thought he would. He’s settled into a pleasant routine since his classmate, Chika, adopted him. So when he gets the chance to take a trip with her, why not? The cozy kitty comedy continues!

My Senpai is Annoying Vol. 12
Written by SHIROMANTA
An adorable and full-color workplace romcom that started as a popular webcomic–now an anime!
Igarashi is a hardworking young office lady. Takeda, the senpai above her at work, annoys her constantly–and yet she finds herself growing closer to him. Every day is filled with comic mishaps and romantic moments as Igarashi tries to balance work, life, and love. This full-color manga—which started its life as a webcomic—is sure to charm audiences of workplace comedies like Aggretsuko and The Office!
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My Stepmother and Stepsisters Aren’t Wicked Vol. 4
Written by OTSUJI

AN EDUCATION IN CLASS!
Miya, an illegitimate child taken in by the prominent Kounokura main family, never had much of a formal education before arriving at her new home. Her stepmother and stepsisters feel she has learned all she can within the confines of their estate though and enroll her in a prestigious all-girls academy. Surrounded by the daughters of society’s most elite families, Miya can’t help but feel out of place. And when the queen bee of the entire school singles her out just to tell her she’s not up to snuff, Miya definitely feels the pressure! Will she be able to prove herself to her classmates?!

Explore More

Mysterious Disappearances Vol. 2
Written by NUJIMA

Strange new mysteries have made their way into the all-girl school demon-girl Adashino Oto attends, and Sumireko is on the case! The mystery that “licks one’s shadow” is odd enough, but who could possibly solve the riddle of the Pearl of the Cow, or face that totem of lost souls known as the Jinrinki?! Not to mention the watchman of the spirit world, “Uncle Time.” It’s up to hottie novelist Ogawa Sumireko to take on all these urban legends, with the help of baby-faced demon boy Adashino Ren!

Explore More
Nightfall Travelers: Leave Only Footprints Vol. 2
Written by TOMOHI
Akane, a member of her school’s newspaper club, has a new assignment: write about the “haunted” places in her sprawling town. She decides to invite the new (and seemingly lonely) transfer student to come with her on her ghost hunt, sparking a friendship between them. As the two girls embark on their own little adventure down labyrinthian staircases, across cryptic sidestreets, and through dark and foreboding tunnels, they discover that there might be some truth to all the spooky stories, after all!

No Longer Allowed In Another World Vol. 6
Written by HIROSHI NODA; Illustrated by TAKAHIRO WAKAMATSU
After parting ways with his soulmate Sacchan, Sensei is left heartbroken and bereft of purpose. The gloomy, suicidal adventurer soon wanders alone into the frightening trials of the Fairy Queen. Only one other person has successfully completed those trials—but Sensei has a unique gift for surviving what would kill anyone else. A whole new continent waits beyond, where a kingdom that seems perfect from the outside hides secret trouble beneath the surface...
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Plus-Sized Elf Vol. 6 (Rerelease)

Written by SYNECDOCHE

In order to get Elfuda and the others away from junk food, Naoe takes them to the beach for some extreme training. But an old enemy, the Satyress, follows them there, and this time she has backup! Will she ruin Naoe and Elfuda’s fun in the sun?

Explore More

Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn Vol. 18

Written by MASAMUNE SHIROW; Illustrated by RIKUDOU KOUSHI

Now that the Bydo virus has been removed from Phobos’s system—and with it, Labrys’s brainwashing—Phobos faces Clarion again to try and regain the peaceful life she once had. Meanwhile, Poseidon’s evil tendrils are creeping closer and closer to the Korobase estate!
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Pulse Vol. 7
Written by RATANA SATIS
WHAT GOES AROUND, COMES AROUND
Sue’s past is finally coming back to bite her! Both she and her husband have been summoned to give statements and it won’t be long before they have to go to court. Is the director standing at the precipice of her fall from grace? All will finally be answered in the heart-pounding conclusion of PULSE!
The final volume!

Explore More

Punch Drunk Love Vol. 2
Written by MOSCARETO; Illustrated by OKDONG
After getting not just one, but two passionate encounters with manager Jeong Tae-moon, finance worker Park Seon-woo is on cloud nine. The problem? Mr. Jeong is completely turned off by everything from Seon-woo’s frumpy appearance to his sloppy oral technique. Desperate to keep living his ultimate fantasy come true, Seon-woo works hard to improve himself and become a man worthy to stand at Mr. Jeong’s side...or just to crouch on hands and knees as Mr. Jeong’s footstool! Could he even dare hope to become Mr. Jeong’s exclusive lover? Maybe if he ditches those Coke-bottle glasses...

Explore More
Re:Monster Vol. 9
Written by KOGITSUNE KANEKIRU;
Illustrated by HARUYOSHI KOBAYAKAWA
Apo-Rou has successfully beaten back the coup attempt and gathered a group of orphaned children to form the youth training unit Sol-Child! And his next project—the founding of a trading company and the construction of a department store in the capital! In order to improve his own abilities, Apo-Rou has also decided to take on a legendary dungeon...solo! In a nest swarming with demons, a fierce battle between powerful opponents unfolds! Will Apo-Rou live to see his retail dreams come true?!

Explore More

Reborn as a Space Mercenary: I Woke Up Piloting the Strongest Starship! (Manga) Vol. 7
Written by RYUTO;
Illustrated by SHUINICHI MATSUI;
Contributions by TETSUHIRO NABESHIMA
Former corporate stooge turned star-faring bounty hunter Hiro has survived another battle long enough for the Pirate-Hunting Unit to intervene. To ensure the safety of their current charge, the Princess Chris, Imperial forces have been commanded to accompany the starship Krishna on her travels. With the Imperial Fleet protecting them, Hiro and the harem should be able to relax for once...but suddenly, they’ve got a new challenge on their hands! In interstellar space, the game never saves, and only ends one way! Can Hiro protect the princess, and himself?!

Explore More
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Reborn Rich (Comic) Vol. 1
Written by JP; Illustrated by BG
The full-color webtoon/manhwa (comic) hit comes to English print for the first time—and don’t miss the smash hit Korean drama!
A man plots revenge against a corporate empire when he’s reborn into the family who rules it.
After thirteen years as a loyal employee of the Soonyang Group, South Korea’s largest business empire, Hyeonwoo is rewarded with betrayal—and murdered—by his employers! Miraculously, he’s given a second chance, reborn back in time as Dojun Jin, grandson of the founder of the corporate dynasty that betrayed him. In a daring quest to rewrite destiny, he will not only attempt to settle the score; he will aim for the ultimate hostile takeover.

Reincarnated as a Dragon Hatchling (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by NECOCO; Illustrated by RIO; Contributions by NAJI YANAGIDA
A fantasy isekai adventure about a man who has to restart life...as an egg?! (And don’t miss the original light novels, also from Seven Seas.)
In a world full of dangerous monsters, our unnamed protagonist finds himself reborn at the very bottom of the food chain as an immobile, powerless egg. Even just hatching will require leveling up by fighting monsters—the same monsters who’d love to eat him as a snack. But with the help of the mysterious voice in his head, he’s determined to grow into the most powerful creature in the world!
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Reincarnated as a Sword: Another Wish (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by YUU TANAKA;
Illustrated by HINAKO INOUE;
Contributions by LLO

Now that Lu is fully healed, she and Fran perform together at the festival! However, as Stella is called back to the stage for an encore, something happens... Then when Fran and Teacher return to their world, they find someone waiting for them. The Reincarnated as a Sword: Another Wish saga of the Wishing Bell comes to its conclusion!
The final volume!

Explore More

Reincarnated Into a Game as the Hero’s Friend: Running the Kingdom Behind the Scenes (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by YUKI SUZUKI;
Illustrated by RAMPEI ASHIO;
Contributions by SANSHOUOU

Lord Werner’s saved the day! Well, almost. Having been reincarnated into a game he played when he was young, Werner brings his knowledge of upcoming events to change the tide of battle and survive against the dreaded Demon Stampede. Meanwhile, the hero Mazel comes face to face with one of the Demon Lord’s trusted commanders. Werner knows his friend will succeed, but can this former office worker defy fate to save the lives of his troops?
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Remnants of Filth: Yuwu (Novel) Vol. 4
Written by ROU BAO BU CHI ROU; Illustrated by ST

Noble-born Mo Xi is the foremost general of Chonghua, known for his ruthless temper and ascetic air. Once he was one of two promising young commanders, twin stars of the empire. His comrade, the lowborn Gu Mang, was Mo Xi’s brother-in-arms, best friend, and—secretly—his lover, until the day Gu Mang turned traitor and joined the ranks of their nation’s greatest enemy.

Now Gu Mang has been returned to the empire a ruined man, a shadow of the military genius he once was. The public clamors for his death, and no one yearns for vengeance more than Mo Xi. Faced once more with his bitterest enemy, Mo Xi is left with more questions than answers.

Explore More
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Re-Living My Life with a Boyfriend Who Doesn’t Remember Me (Manga) Vol. 1
Written by EIKO MUTSUHANA; Illustrated by GIN SHIRAKAWA; Contributions by YUGIRI AIKA

Oriana, a seventeen-year-old magic student, suddenly dies alongside her boyfriend, Vincent. However, she returns from death in the body of her seven-year-old self with the memories of her past life intact—except for the knowledge of what killed her. She fantasizes for years about reuniting with her beloved, but when they finally meet, Vincent doesn’t remember her! Can she make Vincent fall in love with her again and avoid the death that started this mysterious time loop?
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Servamp Vol. 20
Written by STRIKE TANAKA
THE FINAL CHAPTER
With Tsurugi fallen, Mikuni and Lily continue the preparations for the Count’s reincarnation ceremony. Meanwhile, Ildeo and the others suppress Jeje, releasing Misono from his mental chains and allowing his true memories to return. Amidst the chaos and confusion, Mahiro and Kuro finally return to Tokyo from London! See how it all ends in Volume 20 of this dark vampire fantasy!!

Royal Tailor: Clothier to the Crown Vol. 1
Written by NAKASANE NOWAKI
This charming and romantic shojo/josei fantasy is just what the tailor ordered!
Hana’s lifelong dream is to become a tailor and make wonderful clothes for people of all the different fantasy races. However, in a world where humans are discriminated against, even getting work as a seamstress is a struggle. When a handsome, mysterious prince offers her a job, it seems like Hana’s fortunes might finally be changing for the better!

Explore More

Explore More
Soara and the House of Monsters Vol. 3
Written by HIDENORI YAMAJI
Soara and the gang set out on a new journey to find Kirik’s master. They start by seeking out the masters of the land, sea, and air of the monster world. On their way, they meet cats managing a cafeteria, a group of huge golems, and some green gnomes. All is going well until the appearance of an unknown foe spells trouble for their quest!

Explore More

Sheep Princess in Wolf’s Clothing Vol. 3
Written by MITO
Since becoming Princess Momo’s tutor, Aki has started to warm up to the girl and has now, to her shock, fallen hard for her. But Aki worries that it’s pointless to confess her feelings. After all, she’s a servant and Momo’s a princess. Why bother to confess her love when they can never be together? Is there any hope for them? Can Aki overcome her own fear and doubt to tell Momo how she really feels?
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Claudia, determined to change the past, tries to thwart her half-sister Fermina’s schemes, but their clashes finally spiral out of the home and into high society. Now, she must confront the crown prince, who is intrigued by her behavior, and his other prospective fiancées. Claudia can’t let her guard down for even a second as the battle between the villainess and the perfect villain escalates!

Explore More
The Dangerous Convenience Store Vol. 3
Written by 945

When Gunwoo tells Eui-joon that he likes him and wants to go out, Eui-joon is thrown for a loop. Still, Eui-joon can’t deny his growing feelings for the stoic gangster, despite knowing nothing about his past or private life, and agrees to a date, hoping he’ll learn more about Gunwoo. Instead, he has a rough encounter with one of Gunwoo’s associates, the violent and terrifying Chaehyun. Just what is Chaehyun to Gunwoo? And what does his sudden appearance mean for Eui-joon and Gunwoo’s budding relationship?

Explore More

The Dragon Knight’s Beloved (Manga) Vol. 7
Written by ASAGI ORIKAWA; Illustrated by RITSU AOZAKI; Contributions by AKITO ITO

Melissa and Hurbert are off to the capital! They’ve left Blue behind to teach him independence. But independence means he can make his own decisions, and it doesn’t take him long to decide to head to the capital on his own. Melissa’s status as Blue’s surrogate mother makes both of them targets for the nobles’ political games and not all of them are fans of dragons. Things are about to heat up!

Explore More
The Eccentric Doctor of the Moon Flower Kingdom Vol. 6
Written by TOHRU HIMUKA
Determined to get to the bottom of a mysterious pandemic, Keiun leads a top-secret mission into the neighboring Plum Province to investigate rumors of a “mountain curse” that has already claimed many lives. Discovering it was a contagious disease all along, Keiun also uncovers a scheme to conceal the spreading sickness as well as the Stem Sect’s hidden movements in the shadows. Left with no choice, Keiun uses the last ace left up his sleeve...

Explore More

The Duke of Death and His Maid Vol. 13
Written by INOUE
At last, spring has sprung! With Alice at his side, The Duke travels to speak with his mother once again, only to find the main house abuzz with preparations for the evening ball! It promises to be a night to remember for the Duke, Viola, and Walter. On this magical night, who dances with whom?

Explore More
The Hidden Dungeon Only I Can Enter (Manga) Vol. 11
Written by MEGURU SETO;
Illustrated by TOMOYUKI HINO;
Contributions by TAKEHANA NOTE
A fantasy tale about a new hero exploring a secret labyrinth, now an anime streaming on Crunchyroll—and don’t miss the original light novels, also available from Seven Seas!
Noir Stardia, lesser son of an even lesser noble, just lost his job. Without a penny to his name, he decides to enroll in the Hero Academy and improve his career prospects. But he’ll need to get a lot stronger to pass the entrance exam. So Noir seeks out a hidden dungeon—a legendary labyrinth filled with strange beasts and rare items—where he can train until he’s powerful enough to change his fate!

The Ideal Sponger Life Vol. 16
Written by TSUNEHIKO WATANABE;
Illustrated by NEKO HINOTSUKI;
Contributions by JYUU AYAKURA
Princess Freya has arrived in the Twin Kingdoms, aiming to purchase enchanted items for her journey home. Lucrezia smells an opportunity—she advises the foreign princess to negotiate a deal with her own Broglie family. But just when things seem to be headed towards a smooth conclusion, the Marquis Broglie produces an unexpected treasure. It’s a magical item of incomparable value, a Relic from the White Empire of yore! Just what kind of ulterior motive is at work here?!
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The Invincible Shovel (Manga) Vol. 7
Written by YASOHACHI TSUCHISE; Illustrated by RENJI FUKUHARA; Contributions by HAGURE YUUKI
In search of the final Orb, Alan and his friends journey to Darkregion, a country devoid of sunlight that’s guarded by an ancient clan known as the Sentinels. However, things take a serious turn when thousands of demons threaten to invade! To avoid a repeat of the War of Genocide that wiped out mankind 300 years ago, Alan challenges the shadowy leader of the demons deep in the bowels of the underworld. Will he be victorious? Find out in the thrilling conclusion to The Invincible Shovel!

The final volume!

Explore More

The Saint’s Magic Power is Omnipotent: The Other Saint (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by YUKA TACHIBANA; Illustrated by AOAGU; Contributions by YASUYUKI SYURI
THE FINAL VOLUME OF THE SAINT’S MAGIC POWER IS OMNIPOTENT! SPINOFF!
Now that the experiments with the holy water were completed successfully, Aira returns to her normal work. However, she’s once again sent out on a subjugation mission that requires the holy water. Aira travels to a new region—where someone awaits her...
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The Saint’s Magic Power is Omnipotent (Manga) Vol. 9
Written by YUKA TACHIBANA; Illustrated by FUJIAZUKI; Contributions by SYURI YASUYUKI
A charming isekai tale about a woman’s magical entrepreneurship in a fantasy world—which is now an anime, in English from Funimation!
Living the workaholic life in her mid-20s, Sei never expected she’d be summoned to another world, let alone obtain the power of a living Saint. And she especially didn’t expect to be totally ignored by the locals! While the kingdom desperately needs a hero, it turns out Sei was just the backup option. Left alone, she explores her newfound powers at the royal Research Institute, unraveling the mysteries of magic potions. As she helps the sick and the dying, her talents reveal themselves. Might Sei be the Saint this world needs after all?

Explore More

The Skull Dragon’s Precious Daughter Vol. 4
Written by ICHI YUKISHIRO
Eve’s search for connections has brought her into contact with all kinds of people living in all sorts of places. This time her journey leads her to the Elven Sanctuary, a secluded locale concealed by veil of fog. But it turns out that this mist might be hiding more than just elves…it could be hiding a dragon! Will they find another one of Snoozy’s children? Or something else entirely?
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The Tree of Death: Yomotsuhegui Vol. 2
Written by MASASUMI KAKIZAKI
Among us live the Undying, who feed the fruit of the Yomotsuhegui to those who seek eternal life, or even just a momentary rescue from death, and thus these immortals increase their numbers one by one... Can the Shinigami Ren and former police officer and current Undying Nawa save the world from a fate worse than death with their special gift—the power to grant mortality to those doomed to live forever?!
Explore More

The Villainess Who Has Been Killed 108 Times: She Remembers Everything! (Manga) Vol. 3
Written by NAMAKURA;
Illustrated by CHINORI TORIU;
Contributions by TETSUHIRO NABESHIMA
Scarlet’s maid Mary realizes that she’s seen the Beast Master before: he’s the man responsible for the death of her son. In order to avenge her child, Mary leaps into the fray. But Mary’s not a fighter, and Beast Master’s demon dogs soon gain the upper hand. Are Blood and the others strong enough to save Mary, or will Scarlet lose her in this life too?
Explore More
There’s No Freaking Way I’ll be Your Lover! Unless... (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by TEREN MIKAMI; Illustrated by MUSSHU; Contributions by EKU TAKESHIMA
Sena Ajisai, the angel of the school, always seems to Renako like she has everything together. But this illusion is shattered during a Mai-sanctioned visit to Ajisai’s house where Renako witnesses her normally sweet-natured friend get into a fight with her family. Later, when Ajisai declares over the phone that she’s running away from home, it’s up to Renako to keep her friend from doing something she’ll regret!

Explore More

The World’s Fastest Level Up (Manga) Vol. 3
Written by NAGATO YAMATA; Illustrated by ATSUSHI SUZUMI; Contributions by FAME
Following a dungeon collapse, Rin’s former party, the Kings of Unique, makes the rash decision to take on an overpowered final boss. When Rin realizes that amateur adventurer Rei is also with them, he decides to try and save her, even if it means revealing his unique skill to the world. There’s one thing Rin doesn’t consider, though, and that’s the strength of the final boss itself. When worse comes to worst, can Rin take it on solo?

Explore More
This Is Screwed Up, but I Was Reincarnated as a GIRL in Another World! (Manga) Vol. 12
Written by ASHI;
Illustrated by KEYAKI UCHIUCHI;
Contributions by KAOMING

Ren has successfully fended off the guild staffer who was trying to force her to work for free. Using her knowledge of Earth’s modern business world, she even creates a new set of reforms to squeeze incompetent kids from aristocratic families out of the guild! Then, Ren’s orphan friends rent a ramshackle home to live in. Unable to stand by idly, Ren decides it’s time for a gut job and a remodel! Is there anything Ren can’t do?! She might even change the world!

Explore More

Thousand Autumns: Qian Qiu (Novel) Vol. 5
Written by MENG XI SHI;
Illustrated by ME.MIMO

In the tumultuous Central Plains, power and prestige are fleeting, and today’s friend is tomorrow’s foe—and Shen Qiao is in the eye of the storm. Following a daring rescue in the midst of a coup that marks the end of a dynasty, the mild-mannered Daoist has no time to rest as rumors of a power struggle call him home to Xuandu Mountain. But before he even reaches his destination, another whisper upon the wind cuts into Shen Qiao’s heart: Yan Wushi, not yet fully recovered from his damaged demonic core, has challenged Hulugu of the Göktürks to a battle from which only one will survive.

FINAL VOLUME
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Throw Away the Suit Together Vol. 1
Written by KEYYANG
In this yuri/Girls’ Love romance, two college girls under too much pressure leave city life—by running away to an island together!
Getting into university and job hunting is what they’re expected to do, because that’s what “everyone” does—but what do they really want for themselves? When Haru and Hii-chan decide to take life into their own hands, they toss their resumes into the sea and move to an island together. They soon learn that island living isn’t all blue skies and sunny days...and yet, whatever the future holds, they will face it together.
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Thousand Autumns: Qian Qiu (Novel) Vol. 5 (Special Edition)
Written by MENG XI SHI;
Illustrated by ME.MIMO
In the tumultuous Central Plains, power and prestige are fleeting, and today’s friend is tomorrow’s foe—and Shen Qiao is in the eye of the storm. Following a daring rescue in the midst of a coup that marks the end of a dynasty, rumors of a power struggle call him home to Xuandu Mountain. But before he even reaches his destination, another whisper upon the wind cuts into Shen Qiao’s heart: Yan Wushi, not yet fully recovered from his damaged demonic core, has challenged Hulugu of the Göktürks to a battle from which only one will survive.
This limited Special Edition contains the Standard Edition, with a set of five postcards, a double-sided bookmark, two folded mini posters, and a sticker sheet.
FINAL VOLUME
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Tokyo Revengers (Omnibus) Vol. 21-22
Written by KEN WAKUI
The battle between gangs is over, and the inevitable showdown between Takemichi and Kisaki looms close. Takemichi vowed to change the future, but no matter how often he went back to the past, the future stubbornly refused to change. And each time Takemichi discovered a new obstacle to his happy ending, Kisaki was there in the shadows, pulling the strings. It’s time for Takemichi to wring some answers out of him, with his bare hands!

Trapped in a Dating Sim: The World of Otome Games is Tough for Mobs (Manga) Vol. 10
Written by YOMU MISHIMA; Illustrated by JUN SHIOSATO; Contributions by MONDA
Leon, the side character turned protagonist, has been arrested! For his own safety, so says Mylene. But perhaps nobody will be safe after Frampton and Hertrude make a secret agreement—the Principality will invade the kingdom and in exchange be granted valuable land! With our hero under lock and key, who can stop this plot, and the plot of the otome game Leon is striving to win, from coming to fruition?!
Who Made Me a Princess Vol. 6
Written by PLUTUS;
Illustrated by SPOON
With Luca’s return from the World Tree, Athanasia finally has a way to help her father. Little do they know that a peculiar guest of Duke Alpheus has been pulling dark strings in every interaction, with the emperor being of special interest. Meanwhile, Claude’s perplexing ailment seems only to ease under Jeannette’s company, but he has slowly been more tolerant of Athanasia’s presence. Ever hopeful for any improvement in her father’s eyes, Athy must face the worst when Claude’s health takes a sudden and drastic decline...

Explore More

Uzaki-chan Wants to Hang Out! Vol. 11
Written by TAKE
A sexy slice-of-life comedy about an introverted college student and his buxom, bubbly classmate—now with an anime!
Sakurai Shinichi’s one wish is for a little peace and quiet. But Uzaki Hana—his boisterous, well-endowed underclassman—has other plans. All she wants is to hang out and poke fun at him. With the help of her chipper charm and peppy persistence, this might just be the start of a beautiful relationship! Fans of slice-of-life comedy Tomo-chan is a Girl! are sure to enjoy this new "odd couple" tale about sexy misadventures in a college setting.

Explore More
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Disciple of the Lich: Or How I Was Cursed by the Gods and Dropped Into the Abyss! (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by NEKOKO;
Illustrated by YOH HIHARA
The Unseen Hand of the Gods helped Kanata’s group to take out Reniement and Lucifer, two of the vilest villains around. Too bad the higher beings’ plot is well underway: they’re activating Zero, the Silent Void’s life-siphoning curse to obliterate Locklore. Kanata and company rush to stop the curse only to crash into the gods’ final trump card—Zoras, a lich with a mastery of magic. The wicked god Naiarotop shows his face at last to herald the ultimate showdown between Kanata and the higher powers governing this world. And what is Lunaère up to?!
Failure Frame: I Became the Strongest and Annihilated Everything With Low-Level Spells (Light Novel) Vol. 10
Written by KAORU SHINOZAKI; Illustrated by KWKM
As the final battle against Vicius draws near, Mimori Touka makes full use of his “worthless” skills to take revenge on his classmate, Oyamada Shougo. Unbeknownst to him, Vicius has realized his true identity as the hero she once disposed of. When the Goddess persuades Kiriha Takuto to attack Touka, the stage is set for an epic clash between two heroes who couldn’t be more different!

Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear (Light Novel) Vol. 18
Written by KUMANANO; Illustrated by 29
When Yuna stops by Talgwei, the mythical floating island that roams the world, she discovers a new, unfamiliar land across the sea. It turns out to be a dream come true and soon, Yuna arrives in the Land of Wa! There, she can finally get her fill of her beloved Japanese cuisine and take a dip in the hot springs, but not everything is peaceful in her fantasy home away from home. Soon, a mysterious ninja girl appears before her, and Yuna learns that the Land of Wa is in great peril. What new adventures will unfold in this foreign yet familiar land?
Raven of the Inner Palace (Light Novel) Vol. 6
Written by KOUKO SHIRAKAWA

Breaking the barriers that confined the Raven Consort to the inner palace had a number of consequences. Aside from the physical destruction it caused, Ishiha is missing. Jusetsu’s ancestry is now public knowledge, and the Raven now inhabits Jusetsu’s body. The Raven Consort’s displaced soul has been set adrift, and it can only be called back by a blood relative. Can Koshun find one, or will Jusetsu be doomed to wander forever?
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$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 5/13/24

Loner Life in Another World (Light Novel) Vol. 9
Written by SHOJI GOJI;
Illustrated by SAKU ENOMARU

Haruka meets a group of clerics in the fantastical frontier of Omui. One of the clerics, Arianna, is actually the princess of the Theocracy. She explains the Theocracy’s deep corruption, and Haruka resolves to protect her from an upcoming political purge. First, he’ll send her party someplace safe—a dungeon?! Thus begins a revolutionary power-leveling training regime: the clerics are bound to get stronger than any pursuing assassins! And when Arianna is concerned about her homeland suffering under the new papal reign, Haruka has a plan in store for that too...
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979-88-88436-57-8
AIRSHIP
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ⅞ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24
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Reincarnated Into a Game as the Hero’s Friend: Running the Kingdom Behind the Scenes (Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by YUKI SUZUKI; Illustrated by SANSHOUUU
They may have separate missions, but Lord Werner—a Japanese office worker reincarnated into the world of a classic RPG—and his friend, the legendary hero Mazel, are both working to save the realm in their own ways. While Mazel walks the path of radiance, slaying the Demon Lord’s minions one by one, Werner uses his real-world knowledge to help manage the kingdom’s internal affairs. Managing refugees, fixing the water supply—it’s a lot of work for a supposed background character!
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Reborn as a Space Mercenary: I Woke Up Piloting the Strongest Starship! (Light Novel) Vol. 9
Written by RYUTO; Illustrated by TETSUHIRO NABESHIMA
Hiro and the gang get dragged into rescuing the daughters of an elf patriarch and receive a warm welcome from the elven home planet. The elves here are nothing like Hiro imagined—they know nothing of modern science and rely on magic rather than technology. As Hiro and the girls sample local delicacies, enjoy the sights, and get a crash course in elven fashion, they find that Hiro seems to wield a power much like the elves’ magic...
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Riku Can’t Be a Goddess (Light Novel)
Written by KUMI TAMARU
High school student Ichika has a secret. She allows Riku, her childhood friend and crush, to explore his interest in cross-dressing by acting as his personal dress-up doll: a canvas upon which he can present his ideal of feminine beauty. One day, an unexpected kiss upends this arrangement, sending Ichika fleeing in a panic. What was she really hoping for in their private meetings—and what does Riku want, deep in his heart?

And they’re not the only students in their class who struggle with love and identity. In this collection of four coming-of-age tales, teenagers grapple with hidden fears and secret desires as they search for themselves in a complicated world.

The Case Files of Jeweler Richard (Light Novel) Vol. 8
Written by NANAKO TSUJIMURA;
Illustrated by UTAKO YUKIHIRO
At the request of Richard’s mother, Catherine, Seigi travels with Richard to her vacation home in Provence in the south of France to meet her. On arriving, however, they find a mystery awaiting them in the form of a strange girl named Octavia, and an even stranger treasure hunt Catherine has set up for them. Can they find the thirty gemstones hidden across the estate? And if so, what else might they unearth?

Covers may not be final
The Condemned Villainess Goes Back in Time and Aims to Become the Ultimate Villain (Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by BAKUFU NARAYAMA; Illustrated by EBISUSHI
Just when Claudia thought she’d come out on top, she’s slammed with ominous dreams and a troubling reunion: Raul, one of her most prominent clients when she was a sex worker, has arrived at the academy! In her previous life, he offered to pay off her debts and free her from the brothel, but this time, he may be the mastermind fanning the flames of international conflict. Claudia’s prepared to bring her tricks of the trade to the political stage—and she’ll have Raul dancing in the palm of her hand in no time!

The Hidden Dungeon Only I Can Enter (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by MEGURU SETO; Illustrated by TAKEHANA NOTE
The fantasy series about exploring a secret labyrinth that inspired the anime—and don’t miss the manga adaptation, also available from Seven Seas!
Hidden dungeons—legendary places that no one knows how to enter—are full of extremely rare items, incredibly dangerous beasts, and strange beings that can grant power beyond measure. Noir, the third son of a penniless baronet, just lost his job. He was contemplating becoming an adventurer when fortune struck only a mile from home, and he opened the entrance to just such a dungeon!
The Saint’s Magic Power is Omnipotent (Light Novel) Vol. 10
Written by YUKA TACHIBANA; Illustrated by YASUYUKI SYURI

Sei, a 20-year-old office worker, is whisked away to a whole new world. Unfortunately for Sei, the ritual that summoned her—meant to produce a “Saint” who would banish the dark magic—brought two people over instead of one. And everyone prefers the second girl over Sei?! But this is just fine by Sei, who leaves the royal palace to set up shop making potions and cosmetics with her newfound magic. Business is booming, and this might not be such a bad life, after all...as long as her supposed Saint-hood doesn’t come back to haunt her.
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The Mimosa Confessions (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Written by MEI HACHIMOKU; Illustrated by KUKKA

Sakuma has little to brighten his humdrum days aside from his best friend. The bright, talented, and attractive Ushio seems to have everything Sakuma lacks. Past trauma—and an understandable inferiority complex—slowly drive the two apart, and by the time they enter high school, they hardly even speak anymore. Against all odds, he eventually gains a friend in Natsuki, the sweetest girl in class. The two hit it off gushing about their favorite novels, and he falls head over heels for her. But that very same night, he stumbles upon an unexpected sight while walking through a familiar park: his old friend Ushio, dressed in a full-blown schoolgirl’s uniform and sobbing uncontrollably.
True Love Fades Away When the Contract Ends - One Star in the Night Sky (Light Novel)

Written by KOSUZU KOBATO;
Illustrated by FUMI TAKAMURA;
Contributions by MURASAKI SHIDO

In this romantic shojo/josei period drama, a noblewoman and nobleman pretend to be in love to avoid getting married! And don’t miss the manga, also from Seven Seas.

Fiona isn’t one to live an everyday noble life. Instead, she finds more fulfillment in working hard. But when she overhears her father planning an arranged marriage for her to her childhood friend, she’s desperate to stop it! Luckily, she meets Giles, the son of an earl and the town darling who’s also hoping to avoid marriage. Together they hatch the perfect plan to thwart their parents’ matchmaking: by pretending to be soulmates! A flawless plan that can’t possibly go wrong. Right...?
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Yes, No, or Maybe? (Light Novel 3) – Where Home Is

Written by MICHII ICHIHO;
Illustrated by LALA TAKEMIYA

Newscaster Kei and animator Ushio have been dating for nearly two years, and whenever Kei’s in trouble, Ushio’s always there for him. So, of course, when rumors swirl about Kei’s (nonexistent!) political plans, Ushio helps him weather the storm. But Kei’s starting to realize he’s not the only one who could use a shoulder to lean on. What is Ushio hiding? Why hasn’t he gotten any work lately? Isn’t it Kei’s turn to help?
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A Man and His Cat 11
Written by UMI SAKURAI

In this best-selling, heartwarming tale, a lonely older man takes home a pet-shop kitten that no one else wants. It doesn’t take long for the pair to warm up to each other, and soon, they’re inseparable. Told through the eyes of both the man and his cat, this sweet and hilarious story is a balm for the soul!

In an attempt to heal after the loss of his wife, Mr. Kanda decides to visit his father-in-law—a fellow cat fancier—for the first time in a long while. Though both men adored the late Suzune, will Mr. Kanda find a warm welcome awaiting him despite the ever-present grief both men feel?
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Cherry Magic!
Thirty Years of Virginity Can Make You a Wizard?! 11
Written by YUU TOYOTA

It’s complicated: A thirty-year-old virgin gets more than he bargained for when his newfound magical power reveals he’s the object of his male coworker’s affections!

Adachi and Kurosawa are enjoying their life as newlyweds! Some things have changed, others haven’t. Every day they spend together is happiness itself! Their honeymoon awaits... Will they manage to take in any sights, or will they spend the entirety of it indoors?!

Meanwhile, Tsuge and Minato have officially started dating, but their relationship doesn’t seem to be going anywhere, creating anxiety for Tsuge. In an attempt to get things moving, Adachi, Kurosawa, Tsuge, and Minato head off on a double date...!
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My Isekai Life 13
I Gained a Second Character Class and Became the Strongest Sage in the World!
Written by SHINKOSHOTO and PONJEA (FRIENDLY LAND);
Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA

Yuji Sano was a normal guy working a soul-sucking nine-to-five job when he suddenly found himself transported to a fantasy world where he restarted his life as a Monster Tamer. After befriending the Slimes, Yuji is quickly able to gain a second character class, ranking up his stats and learning new skills as he encounters one surprise after another.

Yuji puts his mining skills to the test when the group he’s teamed up with finds a plentiful stock of Mother Earth’s Tears. While en route back to the ship with a life-changing amount of the precious resource, Proud Wolf begins acting strange...or rather, courageous! What’s gotten into the formerly cowardly monster?!
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My Clueless First Friend 06
Written by TAKU KAWAMURA

Opposites attract when a cheerful airhead meets the resident wallflower of his new class in this heartwarming, slice-of-life school comedy series!

The days are getting longer and hotter as another summer approaches. But this time, things are a little different. Kitagawa is acting nicer, Kasahara is more honest about her feelings, and Nishimura has no shortage of friends to enjoy the sun with! After a round of surfing lessons at the beach, the kids of Class 6-1 head off to a campsite in the woods, where a romantic superstition forces Takada to make a tough decision!
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The Girl I Like Forgot Her Glasses 10
Written by KOUME FUJICHIKA
A delightfully charming romantic comedy about a boy who only has eyes for the girl who always forgets her glasses!
To help Mie remember her glasses, Komura and Mie call each other in the mornings. Azuma asks Komura for advice on a crush but is shocked Komura and Mie aren’t going out yet.
After Mie entrusts Komura with her spare glasses, she realizes she’s forgetting her glasses less often. This young relationship reaches a pivotal moment!

Soul Eater: The Perfect Edition 15
Written by ATSUSHI OHKUBO
Although Maka’s extraordinary Soul Perception has pinpointed the Kishin’s hideout for DWMA, getting there is an entirely different kettle of fish. Now it’s up to Kid and the remaining Deathscythes to take out public enemy number one: the Kishin himself! But first, Stein must get past Justin and the intense air of madness surrounding him...
Meisters and their Weapons take on a whole new look in the gorgeous Soul Eater: Perfect Edition!
Dive into Maka and Soul’s adventures in a unique larger format on high-end paper stock that maximizes the dynamic art of the series!

978-1-64609-253-6
SQUARE ENIX MANGA
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/4
On Sale: 6/18/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24

978-1-64609-015-0
SQUARE ENIX MANGA
$22.99 • Hardcover • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 6/25/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24
The Ice Guy and the Cool Girl 05

Written by MIYUKI TONOGAYA

Sparks fly between the handsome descendant of a snow spirit and the oblivious coworker he has a crush on! A romantic comedy in an office setting that takes coworkers to lovers to new heights within a winter wonderland of emotions!

As the descendant of a snow spirit living in modern times, Himuro often finds himself on the verge of causing a blizzard due to his strong feelings for his coworker Fuyutsuki! One weekend, the cool and unreadable Fuyutsuki invites Himuro over to her house. It’s their first time being alone there together and as happy as Himuro is about it, he also hopes that this will be his chance to make himself Fuyutsuki’s special somebody!
An epic origin story about the childhood of Ororo Munroe A.K.A. Storm!

Storm: Dawn of a Goddess
Marvel
Written by TIFFANY D. JACKSON

Few can weather the storm.

As a thief on the streets of Cairo, Ororo Munroe is an expert at blending in—keeping her blue eyes low and her white hair beneath a scarf. Stealth is her specialty . . . especially since strange things happen when she loses control.

Lately, Ororo has been losing control more often, setting off sudden rainstorms and mysterious winds . . . and attracting dangerous attention. When she is forced to run from the Shadow King, a villain who steals people’s souls, she has nowhere to turn but herself. There is something inside her, calling her across Africa, and the hidden truth of her heritage is close enough to taste.

But as Ororo nears the secrets of her past, her powers grow stronger and the Shadow King veers closer and closer. Can she outrun the shadows that chase her? Or can she step into the spotlight and embrace the coming storm?
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Vampire Hunter D Omnibus: Book Six
Written by HIDEYUKI KIKUCHI; Illustrated by YOSHITAKA AMANO; Translated by KEVIN LEAHY

Vampire Hunter D Omnibus Book Six collects in full two different novels. Tyrant’s Stars brings a legacy of evil hurtling down when a meteorite that destroys half a sector in the northern Frontier is revealed as none other than the return of Valcua, the undead Ultimate Noble, exiled from our planet millenia ago...and now back to wreak vengeance on the living descendants of those who banished him. Then, in Fortress of the Elder God, D ventures forth against an ancient abomination that an army of 30,000 vampires once failed to destroy!
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501st: Star Wars Legends (Imperial Commando)
An Imperial Commando Novel
Written by KAREN TRAVISS

The Jedi have been decimated in the Great Purge, and the Republic has fallen. Now the former Republic commandos—the galaxy’s finest special forces troops, cloned from Jango Fett—find themselves on opposing sides and in very different armor. Some have deserted and fled to Mandalore with the mercenaries, renegade clone troopers, and rogue Jedi who make up Kal Skirata’s ragtag resistance to Imperial occupation.

Others—including men from Delta Squad and Omega Squad—now serve as Imperial commandos, a black ops unit within Vader’s own 501st Legion, tasked to hunt down fugitive Jedi and clone deserters.
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A New Dawn: Star Wars
Written by JOHN JACKSON MILLER; Foreword by DAVE FILONI

Discover how Hera Syndulla and Kanan Jarrus, two of the lead characters from Star Wars Rebels, originally met in this thrilling novel set between Episodes III and IV.

The Jedi Knights brought peace and order to the Galactic Republic. But they were betrayed. It is the Age of the Empire.

As the Emperor tightens his iron grip, others have begun to question his means and motives. And still others, whose lives were destroyed by Palpatine’s machinations, lay scattered about the galaxy like unexploded bombs, waiting to go off...

Catalyst (Star Wars)
A Rogue One Novel
Written by JAMES LUCENO

As a member of Chancellor Palpatine’s top-secret Death Star project, Orson Krennic is determined to develop a superweapon before the Republic’s enemies can. And an old friend of Krennic’s, the brilliant scientist Galen Erso, could be the key.

After Krennic rescues Galen; his wife, Lyra; and their young daughter, Jyn, from Separatist kidnappers, the Erso family is deeply in Krennic’s debt. Krennic then offers Galen an extraordinary opportunity: to continue his scientific studies with every resource put utterly at his disposal. Krennic has plans that will finally make the Death Star a reality.
Dark Disciple: Star Wars
Written by CHRISTIE GOLDEN; Foreword by KATIE LUCAS

When Dooku orders the massacre of a flotilla of helpless refugees, the Jedi Council feels it has no choice but to take drastic action: targeting the man responsible for so many war atrocities, Count Dooku himself.

The Council makes the bold decision to bring both sides of the Force’s power to bear—pairing brash Jedi Knight Quinlan Vos with infamous one-time Sith acolyte Asajj Ventress.

Together, Ventress and Vos are the best hope for eliminating Dooku—as long as the emerging feelings between them don’t compromise their mission.
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Dungeons & Dragons: Spelljammer: Memory’s Wake
Written by DJANGO WEXLER

Set sail for the stars in this official Dungeons & Dragons novel set in the worlds of Spelljammer: Adventures in Space!

When Axia survives a sudden assassination attempt, she is cornered by Kori and Nia, a pair of pirates who offer her two options: flee with them to Wildspace, where they can keep her hidden among their crew, or die. Axia quickly realizes that her new friends haven’t been entirely honest about their motivations.

It turns out, Axia is the spitting image of Blacktongue, the long-disappeared captain of one of the deadliest pirate crews in Shatterspace. And Kori and Nia have a plan to claim the mysterious treasure that the pirate queen vanished while pursuing.
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Deep in Empire-dominated space, a machine of unimaginable destructive power is nearing completion. A weapon too terrifying to contemplate . . . and a threat that may be too great to overcome.

If the worlds at the Empire's mercy stand any chance, it lies with an unlikely band of allies: Jyn Erso, a resourceful young woman seeking vengeance; Cassian Andor, a war-weary rebel commander; Bodhi Rook, a defector from the Empire's military; Chirrut Îmwe, a blind holy man and his crack-shot companion, Baze Malbus; and K-2SO, a deadly Imperial droid turned against its former masters.

Against all odds, the controversial Wraith Squadron has survived its first covert mission. But now they are called upon to cheat death twice. This time, Wedge Antilles sends them in to stop the warlord Zsinj and his Super Star Destroyer, Iron Fist.

The Wraith Squadron's mission: infiltrate the warlord's fleet and uncover his carefully guarded plans. To do so, they must pose as ruthless pirates seeking to join Zsinj's forces. And that means first becoming pirates in space lanes teeming with Imperial navy patrols. If that isn't enough to get them killed, they'll have to pass one last test—a suicide mission for Zsinj.
The Lando Calrissian Adventures: Star Wars Legends
Written by L. NEIL SMITH

The Mindharp of Sharu
Lando Calrissian was born with a well-developed taste for the good life. So when he hears that ancient alien treasure is buried on the planets of the Rafa System, he hops aboard the Millennium Falcon and brushes up his rusty astrogation.

The Flamewind of Oseon
The Oseon is every gambler’s dream come true. And so it is for Lando Calrissian, until he breaks the gambler’s cardinal rule.

The StarCave of ThonBoka
Lando Calrissian and his robot companion’s partnership seems doomed. Lando’s uncharacteristic impulse to help a race of persecuted aliens has suddenly made them vulnerable to several sets of their own enemies.
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Star Wars: Temptation of the Force (The High Republic)
Written by TESSA GRATTON

For over a year, Jedi Masters Avar Kriss and Elzar Mann were kept apart by the Nihil’s Stormwall. After Avar makes a daring escape from inside the Occlusion Zone, the star-crossed Jedi are reunited.

Together, they lead a daring mission into Nihil space to liberate the planet of Naboo and show those trapped behind the Stormwall that the Jedi will never abandon them.

Avar and Elzar devise a plan to turn the tide of the conflict with the Nihil once and for all. But to seek out the Nihil’s dangerous leader, the Jedi will have to survive the Nameless terrors that thus far they have been powerless to stop.
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The Art of Super7
Written by SUPER7

Science fiction, giant monsters, comic books, punk rock, skateboarding, robots, and rebellion: these seven elements form the manifesto of pop-culture knowledge, graphics, aesthetics, and DIY energy that is Super7.

Join us as we explore each of these obsessions through the creative offerings of one of the premier design houses of lifestyle-oriented collectibles, toys, and apparel.

The Art of Super7 explores the art, design, and packaging of official product collections that include G.I. Joe, Disney, Universal Monsters, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Thundercats, Transformers, and Peanuts, in addition to music legends Motorhead, Misfits, Beastie Boys, Ghost, O.D.B., as well as Super7’s own in-house creations and many, many more.

This oversized, 216-page hardcover art book enclosed in a slipcase is a celebration of the youthful obsession, nostalgia, and visual innovation of Super7.
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Perfect for fans of pop culture collectibles!

978-1-5067-3963-2
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$49.99 • Hardcover • 9 x 12
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24
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PACKAGING FROM *The Art of Super7*

---

**The Art of Super7**

**OVER 20 YEARS OF ART FROM THE PREMIER POP-CULTURE COLLECTIBLES STUDIO!**
**The Untamed: The Official Artbook (Hardcover)**

Created by MO XIANG TONG XIU

This stunning hardcover collection is a full-color guide to the rich world of historical fantasy The Untamed. This live-action drama series—an adaptation of Mo Xiang Tong Xiu’s New York Times bestselling novel series Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation: Mo Dao Zu Shi—became one of the most popular dramas in China with over 9 billion views and fans located all over the world, including those introduced to the series in English on Netflix. This full-color hardcover (300+ pages long) is an art-and-text guide featuring beautiful shots from the show, character features, cast interviews, explorations of fashion and settings, illustrations and concept art, song lyrics, and more!

**Final Fantasy XIV: Endwalker – The Art of Resurrection – Beyond the Veil**

Written by SQUARE ENIX

Featuring roughly 800 pieces of artwork created during the development of the critically acclaimed Endwalker expansion, The Art of Resurrection—Beyond the Veil—is a visual feast for players and fans of Final Fantasy XIV! This deluxe, large-format volume covers content through Patch 6.5, including Myths of the Realm, Pandæmonium, and Island Sanctuary. It also features detailed illustrations of characters, equipment, dungeons, trials, and more across hundreds of pages.

Includes an exclusive item code for a Zodiark Idol minion!

The ninth volume in the line of Final Fantasy XIV official art books.
Queer Book Club Tote Bag
Written by OUT OF PRINT

Queer Book Club Tote Bag
Product Details:
• 100% cotton canvas
• Inner pocket
• Flat tote
• 15” w x 17” h
• 11” strap (hanging)
• Made in the USA

Queer Book Club Unisex T-Shirt Large
Written by OUT OF PRINT

Queer Book Club unisex t-shirt
Product Details:
• 100% heavyweight cotton tee
• Color: natural

Size & Fit:
• Available in sizes S-3XL

Available in sizes S-3XL
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- Queer Book Club Unisex T-Shirt Large  
  978-0-593-89437-8
- Raven of the Inner Palace (Light Novel) Vol. 6  
  978-88-88436-97-8
- Servamp Vol. 20  
  978-88-88437-93-3
- Sink or Swim  
  978-1-9848-9702-2
- Storm: Dawn of a Goddess  
  978-0-593-30885-1
- Super Pancake and the Mini Muffin Mayhem  
  978-0-593-37851-9
- Superman: Lost  
  978-1-77952-741-7
- Superman: The Last Days of Lex Luthor  
  978-1-77952-740-0
- That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime Omnibus 2 (Vol. 4-6)  
  978-98-88772-22-5
- The Ancient Magus’ Bride Vol. 20  
  978-88-88438-00-8
- The Art of Getting Noticed #1  
  978-0-593-38573-9
- The Art of Super7  
  978-1-5067-3963-2
- The Fragrant Flower Blooms With Dignity  
  978-88-88771-38-9
- The Haunting of Loch Ness Castle #2  
  978-0-593-38576-0
- The Hidden Dungeon Only I Can Enter (Manga) Vol. 11  
  978-88-88438-01-5
- The Ideal Sponge Life Vol. 16  
  978-88-88435-96-0
- The Lando Calrissian Adventures: Star Wars Legends  
  978-0-593-72609-9
- The Mimosa Confessions (Light Novel) Vol. 1  
  978-88-88437-78-0
- The Saint’s Magic Power is Omnipotent: The Other Saint (Manga) Vol. 4  
  978-88-88437-96-4
- The Untamed: The Official Artbook (Hardcover)  
  978-88-88434-89-5
- This Is Screwed Up, but I Was Reincarnated as a GIRL in Another World! (Manga) Vol. 12  
  978-88-88434-88-8
- Time Traveler Tales  
  978-1-5067-3421-7
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- Tying the Knot with an Amagami Sister 5
  978-1-64651-858-6
- Welcome to Demon School! Iruma-kun 8
  978-1-64729-258-4
- Who Made Me a Princess Vol. 6
  978-88-88432-04-4
- WIND BREAKER 6
  978-1-64651-840-1
- Witchfinder Omnibus Volume 2
  978-1-5067-4074-4
- Wonder Woman: The Adventures of Young Diana
  978-1-77952-713-4
- Yes, No, or Maybe? (Light Novel 3)
  Where Home Is 978-1-63858-822-1

May 13th

- The Magic Order Volume 2
  978-1-5067-4523-7
- The Sunny-Luna Travelling Oracle
  978-1-5067-4137-6
- Jupiter Nettle and the Seven Schools of Magic
  978-0-593-46449-6
- Hellsing Volume 10 (Second Edition)
  978-1-5067-3879-6
- How I Met My Soulmate 3
  978-1-64651-999-6
- Saving 80,000 Gold in Another World for My Retirement 7 (Manga)
  978-1-64651-851-7
- Sketchy 2
  978-88-88770-15-3
- The Fable Omnibus 2 (Vol. 3-4)
  978-88-88772-45-4
- The Moon on a Rainy Night 5
  978-88-88772-35-5
- The Dawn of the Witch 6 (light novel)
  978-1-64729-348-2
- Bite Maker: The King’s Omega Vol. 11
  978-88-88436-62-2
- Case File Compendium: Bing An Ben (Novel) Vol. 2
  978-1-68579-773-7
- Cinderella Closet Vol. 6
  978-88-88436-58-5
- Delinquent Daddy and Tender Teacher Vol. 4:
  Four-Leaf Clovers
  978-88-88434-60-4
- Even Though We’re Adults Vol. 8
  978-88-88436-46-2
- I Think I Turned My Childhood Friend Into a Girl Vol. 6
  978-88-88437-79-7
- Marriage to Kitsune-sama
  978-88-88439-79-1
- Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid: Elma’s Office Lady Diary Vol. 8
  978-88-88437-80-3
- MoMo –the blood taker– Vol. 9
  978-88-88436-60-8
- PULSE Vol. 7
  978-88-88434-70-3
- Punch Drunk Love Vol. 2
  978-88-88436-47-9
- Re:Monster Vol. 9
  978-1-63858-900-6
- Re-Living My Life with a Boyfriend Who Doesn’t Remember Me (Manga) Vol. 1
  978-88-88437-61-2
- Soara and the House of Monsters Vol. 3
  978-88-88438-02-2
- The Eccentric Doctor of the Moon Flower Kingdom Vol. 6
  978-88-88432-32-7

May 20th

- A Kingdom of Quartz 2
  978-99-88-87772-43-2
- A New Dawn: Star Wars
  978-0-593-87281-9
- Book of Evil
  978-1-5067-3498-9
- Catalyst (Star Wars)
  978-0-593-87280-2
- Chasing Spica Vol. 1
  978-88-88438-26-8
- Count Crowley Volume 3: Mediocre Midnight
  Monster Hunter 978-1-5067-3693-8
- Cuphead Volume 3: Colorful Crack-Ups & Chaos
  978-1-5067-1250-5
- Dark Disciple: Star Wars
  978-0-593-87329-8
- Failure Frame: I Became the Strongest and Annihilated Everything With Low-Level Spells
  (Light Novel) Vol. 10
  978-88-88435-91-5
- Hitorijime My Hero Manga Box Set 1 (Vol. 1-6)
  978-88-88772-32-4
- I Am Katara (Avatar: The Last Airbender)
  978-0-593-80595-4
- I Was Reincarnated as the 7th Prince so I Can Take My Time Perfecting My Magical Ability
  12
  978-99-88-87770-52-8
- Love is an Illusion! Vol. 6
  978-1-68579-778-2
- Medaka Kuroiwa Is Impervious to My Charms 7
  978-1-64729-344-4
- My Senpai is Annoying Vol. 12
  978-88-88438-04-6
- My Stepmother and Stepsisters Aren’t Wicked
  Vol. 4
  978-88-88436-48-6
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☐ Mysterious Disappearances Vol. 2 978-88-88437-56-8
☐ No Longer Allowed In Another World Vol. 6 978-88-88437-79-6
☐ Ogami-san Can’t Keep It In 5 978-1-64651-872-2
☐ Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn Vol. 18 978-1-68579-573-3
☐ Pass the Monster Meat, Milady! 4 979-88-88770-93-1
☐ Peach Boy Riverside 14 978-1-64651-906-4
☐ Plus-Sized Elf Vol. 6 (Rerelease) 979-88-88435-97-7
☐ Reborn as a Space Mercenary: I Woke Up Piloting the Strongest Starship! (Manga) Vol. 7 979-88-88437-85-8
☐ Reincarnated as a Dragon Hatchling (Manga) Vol. 6 979-88-88438-05-3
☐ Reincarnated as a Sword: Another Wish (Manga) Vol. 6 979-88-88436-49-3
☐ Rent-A-Girlfriend 25 978-1-64651-749-7
☐ Royal Tailor: Clothier to the Crown Vol. 1 979-88-88438-28-2
☐ Sheep Princess in Wolf’s Clothing Vol. 3 979-88-88438-06-0
☐ Shonen Note: Boy Soprano 8 978-1-64651-508-0
☐ The Case Files of Jeweler Richard (Light Novel) Vol. 8 979-88-88436-67-7
☐ The EC Archives: The Haunt of Fear Volume 4 978-1-5067-3636-5
☐ The Girl I Like Forgot Her Glasses 10 978-1-64609-253-6
☐ The Invincible Shovel (Manga) Vol. 7 979-88-88437-86-5
☐ The Skull Dragon’s Precious Daughter Vol. 4 979-88-88438-07-7
☐ The Tree of Death: Yomotsugui Vol. 2 978-88-88436-52-3
☐ The Villainess Who Has Been Killed 108 Times: She Remembers Everything! (Manga) Vol. 3 979-88-88435-88-5
☐ The World’s Fastest Level Up (Manga) Vol. 3 979-88-88436-64-6
☐ There’s No Freaking Way I’ll be Your Lover! Unless... (Manga) Vol. 5 979-88-88436-50-9
☐ Throw Away the Suit Together Vol. 1 979-88-88438-29-9
☐ Tokyo Revengers (Omnibus) Vol. 21-22 979-88-88436-51-6
☐ Transplants 978-1-5067-3782-9

☐ Vinland Saga Deluxe 3 978-1-64651-980-4

May 27th

☐ 7th Time Loop: The Villainess Enjoys a Carefree Life Married to Her Worst Enemy! (Manga) Vol. 5 979-88-88437-83-4
☐ A Sign of Affection Omnibus 2 (Vol. 4-6) 978-88-88771-94-5
☐ A Stepmother’s Marchen Vol. 4 979-88-88435-99-1
☐ As a Reincarnated Aristocrat, I’ll Use My Appraisal Skill to Rise in the World 5 (light novel) 978-1-64729-349-9
☐ Blue Lock 13 978-1-64651-670-4
☐ Bluey: Grannies and Other Stories 978-0-593-75253-1
☐ Brave Like Godzilla 978-0-593-66219-9
☐ Canto Volume 4: Lionhearted 978-1-5067-4365-3
☐ COLORLESS Vol. 7 979-88-88433-45-4
☐ Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #1 (CVR A) (Jake Elphick) 7615680124770011
☐ EDENS ZERO 29 978-88-88770-34-4
☐ ENNEAD Vol. 3 [Paperback] 979-88-88436-72-1
☐ Even Dogs Go To Other Worlds: Life in Another World with My Beloved Hound (Manga) Vol. 4 979-88-88438-08-4
☐ From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #1 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn) 7615680124910011
☐ Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #1 (CVR A) (Matt Wagner) 7615680124800011
☐ Guardian: Zhen Hun (Novel) Vol. 3 978-1-63858-943-3
☐ His Majesty the Demon King’s Housekeeper Vol. 7 979-88-88436-59-2
☐ I Got Caught Up In a Hero Summons, but the Other World was at Peace! (Manga) Vol. 8 979-88-88437-91-9
☐ Kageki Shojo!! Vol. 12 979-88-88436-43-1
☐ Kaina of the Great Snow Sea 1 978-1-64729-347-5
☐ Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear (Manga) Vol. 9 978-88-88436-69-1
☐ Looney Tunes Mad Libs 978-0-593-75207-4
☐ Magical Angel Creamy Mami and the Spoiled Princess Vol. 7 979-88-88434-78-9
☐ Mermaid Prince 978-1-64729-361-1
☐ My Noisy Roommate: The Roof Over My Head Comes With Monsters and a Hottie 1 979-88-88771-21-1
☐ Nina the Starry Bride 5 978-1-64651-864-7
☐ Paranoid Gardens #1 (CVR A) (Die-cut) (Chris Weston) 7615680125070011
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June 17th
- Heartpiercer #3 (CVR A) (Gavin Smith) 76156801222500311
- Helen of Wyndhorn #5 (CVR A) (Bilquis Evely) 76156801194400511
- Into the Unbeing: Part One #2 (CVR A) (Hayden Sherman) 76156801230900211
- Saint John #4 (CVR A) (Dan Schkade) 76156801128000411
- Seance in the Asylum #1 (CVR A) (Andrea Mutti) 76156801251400111
- Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #8 (CVR A) (Harvey Tolbi) 76156801131900811
- Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #4 (CVR A) (Stan Sakai) 76156801206400411

June 24th
- Assassin’s Creed Mirage: A Soar of Eagles #1 (CVR A) (Julie Dillon) 76156801252100111
- Dawnrunner #5 (CVR A) (Evan Cagle) 76156801196800511
- Joy Operations 2 #2 (CVR A) (Stephen Byrne) 76156801231600211
- Masters of the Universe: Revolution #3 (CVR A) (Dave Wilkins) 76156801193700311
- Resident Alien: The Book of Life #2 (CVR A) (Steve Parkhouse) 76156801224900111
- Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures—Saber for Hire #4 (CVR A) (Rachael Stott) 76156801207100411
- The Butcher’s Boy #3 (CVR A) (Justin Greenwood) 76156801226200311
- The Writer #2 (CVR A) (Tonci Zonjic) 76156801232300211

July 1st
- Anansi Boys I #2 (CVR A) (David Mack) 76156801233000211
- Avatar: Frontiers of Pandora—So’lek’s Journey #6 (CVR A) (Gabriel Guzmán) 76156801177700611
- Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins IV #3 (CVR A) (PocketChicken) 76156801227900311
- Operation Sunshine: Already Dead #4 (CVR A) (David Rubin) 76156801209500411
- The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #11 (CVR A) (Nick Robles) 76156801073200111
- William of Newbury #3 (CVR A) (Michael Avon Oeming) 76156801228600311

June 3rd
- Beyond the Pale #2 (CVR A) (Tomás Aira) 76156801235400211
- Canto: A Place Like Home #2 (CVR A) (Drew Zucker) 76156801236100211
- Minor Threats: The Fastest Way Down #4 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn) 76156801179100411

June 10th
- Lester of the Lesser Gods #3 (CVR A) (Gideon Kendall) 76156801224800311
- Monsters Are My Business (And Business is Bloody) #4 (CVR A) (Patrick Pizzalunga) 76156801215000411

Nemesis: Rogues’ Gallery #1 (CVR A) (Valerio Giangiordano) 76156801214900100